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INTRODUCTORY  NOTE 
Article 10  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  729/70 on  the  financing  of  the  common 
agricultural  policy  requires  the  Commission  to  submit  to  the  Council  and  to 
the  European  Parliament  before  1  July  each  year,  "a  financial  report  on  the 
administration of  the  Fund  during  the  preceding  financial  year  and,  in 
particular,  on  the state of  its resources  and  the  nature of  its expenditure 
and  the  conditions  under  which  Community  financing  has  been  effected". 
This  report  covers  the activities of  the Guarantee  Section of  the  EAGGF  and 
the  financing  of  community  food  aid  for  the  1980  financial  year.  The 
activities of  the  Guidance  Section are dealt  with  in a  separate  report. 
The  Guarantee  Section  finances  expenditure  resulting  from  the  common  policy 
on  agricultural  markets  and  prices.  Under  Articles  2  and  3  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No.  729/70,  this is divided  into  refunds  on  exports  to  non-member 
countries  to  cover  the  difference  between  Community  prices  and  world  prices, 
and  various  intervention measures  designed  to stabilize agricultural  markets 
(storage,  withdrawal  from  the market,  price  compensation,  guidance  premiums). 
N.B.  This  draft of  the  Report  was  completed  on  17  July  1981. - II -
SUMMARY  OF  THE  TENTH  FINANCIAL  REPORT 
EAGGF  GUARANTEE  SECTION 
A.  Trends  in Community  financing  of markets 
1.  Original appropriations  for  1980  totalled  11  507.5 million ECU; 
spending  came  to  11  315.2  million ECU,  and  thus  fell  short of 
total appropriations,  the  savings  mainly being made  in the milk 
sector.  As  a  result,  190  million ECU  in appropriations  were 
cancelled.  Expenditure  was  8.4% higher  than in 1979,  an  appre-
ciably lower  growth  rate  than in the previous  year  (20.4%). 
Most  of the  increase  in expenditure  was  in the beef and veal 
sector  (+  615  million ECU)  following  an  increase  in production at 
a  time  of sluggish demand,  in the  fruit  and  vegetable sector 
(+  244  million ECU)  following  an  increase in processing of these 
products,  and  in the  wine  sector  (+  238  million EUC)  following  a 
particularly good  harvest  in  1979.  Spending  was  markedly  down  in 
the  sugar  sector  (-365  million ECU)  because  rising world market 
prices  enabled  refunds  to be  held  down  and  because  favourable 
developments  in the  currency situation meant  less  expenditure  on 
monetary  compensatory  amounts  (-410  million ECU). 
2.  Expenditure  on  refunds  rose  faster  than  intervention spending, 
going  up  from  47.7%  of total expenditure  in  1979  to  50.3%.  The 
increase  was  mainly  accounted  for  by milk products,  beef  and  veal, 
pigmeat  and  wine. 
The  value of public  intervention stocks  rose  from  2  100  million 
ECU  at the  end  of  1979  to  2  600  million ECU  at the  end  of  1980, 
most  of the  increase being  due  to  the  amount  of  cereals,  olive oil 
and  colza  in store.  As  a  measure  of the  overall  cost of  EAGGF 
guarantee  operations  gross  spending  as  a  proportion of  Community 
GDP  went  down  from  0.60  in 1979  to  0.57  in 1980.  The  net cost 
after deduction of agricultural  levies  showed  no  change  at 0.48. - III -
B.  Cash position and  financial  management 
3.  One  of  the  key  elements  in financing  the  common  agricultural 
policy is  the  system  of monthly  advances.  It is  designed  to 
combine  centralized decision-making  on  cash movements  at 
Commission  level with decentralized management  by  the  Member 
States. 
The  Commission  was  more  rigorous  in its systematic examination of 
drawings  from  funds  made  available  and  endeavoured to  ensure  the 
highest possible  rate  of utilization.  The  level  of  EAGGF  guaran-
tee  expenditure by  the Member  States  thus  came  to  98.6% of the 
funds  placed at their disposal,  a  record  figure. 
C.  Investigations  and  irregularities 
4.  The  Commission  carried out several  specific  investigations  and  one 
selective  check,  the latter involving  the  application of the 
co-responsibility levy  and  measures  intended  to  increase  demand 
for milk. 
Altogether,  the  Member  States  reported  246  cases  of irregularities 
in  1980.  These  involved  a  sum  of  21.5 million ECU,  of which  1.6 
million ECU  have  been  recovered.  These  figures  represent  a  sharp 
increase  over  1979  (116  cases,  involving 2.1 million ECU).  The 
main  areas  concerned  were  milk products  (116  cases),  MCAs  (50 
cases),  olive oil  (19  cases),  fruit  and  vegetables  (15  cases)  and 
cereals  (14  cases). 
D.  Clearance  of accounts 
5.  The  principal problem  in clearing accounts  remains  the backlog  of 
work  and  the  need  to accelerate  clearance procedures. 
Since  on-the-spot  checks  covering  the budget years  1974  and  1975 
were  completed  in 1979,  there  was  an  opportunity in 1980  to  discuss 
the  Commission's  findings  with  the  Member  States  and  to  gather 
further  evidence  on matters  in dispute. - IV  -
This  work  took  longer  than expected  and  could not be  terminated in 
1980,  so that final  clearance  decisions will not be  issued until 
1981. 
On-the-spot  checks  concerning  1976  and  1977  were  also  completed, 
and it will be possible to  discuss  findings  with the Member  States 
in 1981. 
E.  Financial  implementation of Community  food  aid 
6.  The  procedures  for  financing  food  aid are  similar to those  employed 
in guarantee  financing.  The  Commission  made  monthly advances 
totalling 320.8 million ECU,  an  increase of  17.3%  over  1979. 
Of  this amount,  276.7 million ECU  was  spent mainly  on  aid pro-
grammes  involving milk products  (176.8 million ECU)  and  cereals 
and  rice  (92.2 million ECU).  A further 37.2 million ECU  were paid 
directly to  recipient countries  and  to agencies  carrying out 
food-aid  operations. - v -
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TITLE  1 
COMMUNITY  FINANCING  OF  MARKETS 
Expenditure  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  in  1980  totalled  11,315.2 m Ecu1,  an 
increase of 8.4 % over  1979.  In  1979  the  increase over  1978  was  20  %.  Expen-
diture  in 1980  included  an  amount  of  203.5  m ECU  representing expenditure  in-
curred  by  the  Member  States  in 19792• 
Since  the  initial appropriations  amounted  to  11,507.5 m ECU,  it was  not  neces-
sary  to  request  a  supplementary  budget  and  190m  ECU  of  available appropriations 
were  saved. 
Although  expenditure  by  the  Guarantee  Section  depends  on  a  Large  number  of 
factors,  most  of  which  are still not  known  when  the  budget  estimates  are  pro-
3  duced,  this  result  is due  not  only  to  the  favourable  economic  situation but 
also to  improved  monitoring of  the  use  of  appropriations during  1980  and  to 
closer  cooperation  between  the  departments  responsible  for  managing  the markets 
and  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section. 
1.  Agricultural  prices  and  adjustments  to market  mechanisms  with  financial 
consequences 
Expenditure  was  influenced  by  the  adjustments  to  the agricultural  prices 
for  the  1980/81  marketing  year  and  the  various  changes  made  in  the  common 
market  organizations.  These  were  decided  on  either at  the  same  time  as 
prices  in  connection  with  the  related  measures  or  in  the  course  of  1980. 
1.1.  Agricultural  prices 
As  regards  the  adjustment  of  prices, it was  agreed  to  increase  them  by  an 
average  of  4.8% for  1980/81.  The  increase  was  Limited  to  4%  in  the  case 
of  products  of  which  there  is a  surplus,  i.e.  milk,  beef  and  veal  and 
sugar.  The  compromise  worked  out,  which  takes  account  not  only  of  this 
adjustment  but  also of  the  adjustment  of  monetary  compensatory  amounts 
1Including  fisheries 
2As  explained  in Title II of  the  Ninth  Financial  Report,  this  amount  of  203.5 
m ECU  had  to  be  charged  to  the  1980  financial  year  although  the  payments  were 
made  by  Member  States at  the  end  of  1979.  If this  amount  is assigned  to  1979, 
in order  to  obtain  a  picture of  the  trend  in  expenditure,  the  increase  in  1980 
over  1979  is only  4.4  % instead of  8.4 %. 
3see  Ninth  Financial  Report,  page  1. - 2  -
(MCAs)  and  of  the  related  measures  adopted,  is  based  on  three  necessi-
ties  :  to  safeguard  farm  incomes  without  encouraging  inflation,  to  im-
prove  the  balance  on  some  agricultural markets,  in particular  the  milk 
market,  and  to  remain  within  the  Limits  set  by  budgetary  constraints. 
The  related  measures  mainly  concern  the  dairy  sector  (co-responsibility 
levy  increased  from  0.5 to  2%  of  the  guide  price  for  milk,  and  invest-
ment  aid  limited),  beef  and  veal  (premium  for  suckler  cows  introduced) 
and  wine  (rules on  the  price guarantee  extended). 
In  the agri-monetary  sector  the  Council  decided  on  5  June  1980  to  revalue 
the  representative  rate  for  the  German  mark  by  1  percentage  point  and  for 
the  Benelux  currencies  by  0.2 point.  This  reduced  the  monetary  gaps. 
However,  because  of  movements  in  the  market  rate  for  the  lira,  MCAs  were 
reintroduced  for  Italy from  11  June  1980. 
The  Council  decisions  involved  additional  expenditure  on  agricultural 
prices  of  approximately120 m ECU  for  1980.  However,  the  related  measures 
connected  with  the decision  on  prices  resulted  in  a  saving  of  124  m ECU 
for  the  same  period. 
1 .2.  Adjustments  in  certain sectors  having  financia~ consequences 
These  include adjustments  agreed  when  the  prices  were  fixed  as  well  as 
those  adopted  during  the  year. 
1 .2.1.  Dairy  Sector 
a)  f~:t~~~~~~i~i~i!l-~~~l-~~9_t~~~!~9-~~~~~t~~ 
This  measure,  which  represents  the  financial  contribution of  milk  pro-
ducers  towards  achieving  an  equilibrium  on  the  market,  was  introduced 
by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1079/77  and  applied  from  June  1978  to  June  1980 
at  the  rate of  0.5% of  the  target  price  for  milk.  The  rate  was 
raised  to  2% for  1980/81  and  will  not  be  Less  than  1.5% for  the 
following  two  marketing  years. 
The  receipts  from  this  Levy,  which  is  regarded  as  an  intervention 
measure,  amounted  to  223  m ECU  for  1980.  Since  1980/81  they  have  been 
used  partly  to  finance  measures  to assist  the  disposal  of  milk  and 
milk  products,  as  shown  in  the  table  below.  This  is  why  the  percen-
tage for  1980  is only  49.1  %,  the  remainder  of  the  receipts  having 
been  used  to  finance  the  whole  of  the  milk  sector. - 3  -
Table  1  -Receipts  from  the  co-responsibility  Levy  on  milk  and 
allocation of  proceeds  among  various  schemes 
million  ECU 
Measure  1977  1978  1979  1980  16.9.77  to 
(from  16. 9)  31 .12.1980 
A.  Receipts  from  co-res- 24,0  156,1  94,2  222,9  497,2 
ponsibility  Levy  (1) 
B.  TotaL  expenditure  7,5  53,3  110,3  109,4  280,5 
of  •Jhich  : 
a)  SchooL  milk  10,3  30,- 45,7  86,-
(Reg.  1080/77) 
b)  Butter  for  the  manu- 7,5  28,2  25,9  24,- 85,6 
facture  of  i ce-'C ream 
(Reg.  262/79) 
c)  Concentrated  butter  4,7  1,5  5,1  11,3 
for  direct  consumption 
(Reg.  649/78) 
d)  Promotion,  advertising  )  ) 
and  market  research  in  )  ) 
the  Community  )  ) 
(Reg"  723/7'8)  )  )  37,4  26,7  74,2 
)  ) 
e)  Market  research  out- )  ) 
side  the  Community  )  10,1  ) 
(Reg.  1993/78)  )  ) 
) 
f)  Improvement  of  the  )  15,5  7,9  23,4 
quality  of  milk  ) 
(Reg.  1271/78  and  ) 
723/78)  ) 
~-----~-~------' 
Expenditure/revenue  (%)  31  %  34  %  117,2  %  49,1  %  56,4  % 
~------,-~---·---------· 
(1)  Excluding  appropriations  carried  over  from  one  year  to  the  next. 
b)  Most  of  the  measures  to  assist  the marketing  of  milk  products  and  to  encourage 
their  consumption  were  continued  during  1980.  They  can  be  summarized  as 
follOI,JS  : 
- butter 
sale  to  the  food  industry 
Christmas  butter  (not  repeated  at  the  end  of  1980) 
armed  forces  and  welfare  institutions 
concentrated  butter  for  cooking 
social.  measures  (tvel·fare  rec·ipients) 
consumption  subsidy -skimmed  milk  powder 
•  for  feeding  calves 
- liquid  skimmed~~~ 
.  for  feeding  calves 
for  feeding  pigs 
~ 4  -
for  processing  into  casein  and  caseinates 
1.2.2.  Beef  and  veal 
OJ 
2 
OJ 
3  OJ 
Since  the  market  situation made  it difficult  to  ensure  a  fair  income  for 
producers  specializing  in  high-quality meat,  under  Regulation  CEEC)  No 
1  1357/80 of  5  June  1980  producers  were  granted  a  premium  intended  to 
ensure  an  adequate  income  for  keeping  suckler  cows,  so  as  to  prevent  them 
converting  to  milk  production.  This  premium,  which  applied  from  2  June 
1980,  involved  expenditure of  42  m ECU  for  1980. 
The  Level  of  stocks  continued  to grow.  Expressed  in  terms  of  carcases, 
stocks  rose  from  310,000  tonnes  at  the  end  of  1979  to  350,000  tonnes  at 
the  end  of  1980.  The  Commission  therefore  suspended  intervention  buying 
of  beef  forequarters  from  10  November  1980  to  1  March  1981  by  means  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2890/802. 
As  a  result  of  the  concern  among  consumers  at  the  use  of  hormones  in 
feeding  veal  calves  and  the  ensuing  market  disturbance,  aid  for  the 
private  storage  of  veal  carcases  and  half  carcases  was  granted  under 
3  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2880/80  of  6  November  1980, with  the  possibility of 
exporting  the  products  during  the  storage  period. 
No 
No 
No 
Since  pigmeat  production  increased  more  than  consumption,  producers  some-
times  had  to  sell at  a  loss.  Falling  prices  caused  the  Commission  to 
adopt  a  series of  measures,  in  particular  : 
a)  the  grant  of  private  storage  aid  from  5  May  to  3  October  1980; 
b)  stricter application of  the  additional  amounts  charged  on  imports  from 
non-member  countries  in  cases  where  the offer  prices  (sluice-gate pri-
ces)  have  not  been  observed; 
c)  increased  export  refunds. 
L.  140 of  5.  6.1os:;n_,  p. 
L  299  ot  0 . 1 '!  • 1980  i  p.  7 
L  298  of  7.  '! 1 "1980,.  p" 
..,.., 
f.:..(., - 5  -
1.2.4.  Sheepmeat  and  goatmeat 
A common  organization of  the  market  in this sector was  set  up  on  27  June 
and  took  effect  on  20  October  1980.  In order  to offset  any  loss  in 
income  resulting  from  the  introduction of  this organization,  a  premium 
will  be  granted  to  producers  according  to  their production.  Intervention 
will  normally  take  the  form  of  private  storage aid.  In  the  event  of 
market  difficulties public  storage  may  be  decided  on  or a  variable slaughter 
premium  may  be  fixed  in  regions  where  there is no  public buying-in.  Pre-
miums  in  this sector  accounted  for  53.5  m ECU  of  expenditure  in  1980;  an 
appropriation of  201  m ECU  is proposed  for  1981. 
1.2.5.  Cereal-based  spirituous  beverages 
On  2  December  the  Commission  forwarded  to  the  Council  a  proposal  intended 
to facilitate the  use  of  Community  cereals  in  the  manufacture  of  spirituous 
beverages,  including  whisky.  In  the  absence  of  a  common  organization of 
the market  in alcohol,  the  proposed  measures  form  part of  the  rules 
concerning  cereals  and  consist of  the  grant  of  export  refunds  on  cereals 
used  in  the  manufacture  of spirituous  beverages.  This  system,  introduced 
on  28  April  1980  by  Cou1cil  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1188/811,  provides  for  a 
retroactive effect  in  accordance  with  the  treaty of  accession  of  1972. 
The  annual  cost,  excluding  the  retroactive effect,  would  be  approximately 
30  m ECU. 
1.2.6.  Sugar 
1 
2 
The  Council  was  unable  to  reach  agreement  on  the  implementation of  a  new 
sugar  policy  for  1980-85  and  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3330/74  therefore  remains 
2  in force.  Under  the  Commission  proposal  ,  producers  would  bear  the  cost 
of  disposing of  the quantities of  sugar  produced  over  and  above  the 
quantities  necessary  to  cover  Community  requirements.  The  proposal  also 
involves  revision of  the  quotas  for  the  French  overseas  departments  and 
the measures  to assist  the  latter  (differential  amount  and  refining 
subsidy),  so  as  to mitigate  the difficulties  they  experience  in exporting 
their sugar  to  Europe. 
O.J.  No  L  121  of  5.5.1981,  p.  3 
Adopted  on  30.6.1981  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1785/81  - O.J.  No  L 177  of  1.7.1981, - 6  -
1.2.7.  Olive oil 
A set of  measures  to  promote  consumption  of  this  product  was  adopted  on 
22  July  in  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1970/801;  i.e.  information  campaigns, 
measures  to  expand  consumption,  special  sales  at  reduced  prices  to  cer-
tain  categories  of  consumer.  These  measures  are  financed  by  diverting  a 
percentage  (4;5  % in  1980)  of  the  consumption  aid  (cost  for  1980  : 
0.2 m ECU). 
1.2.8.  Wine 
In  view  of  the  large quantities of  table  wine  of  all  types  covered  by 
storage  contracts,  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2335/80  of  8  September  19802  made 
it possible  to  carry  out  preventive distillation for  the  1980/81  wine-
growing  year  from  1  October  1980  to  31  July  1981. 
The  bad  weather  at  the beginning  of  the wine-growing  year  made  it neces-
sary  to  enable  the  alcoholic  strength of  the  wine  to  be  increased.  For 
3  this purpose;  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2726/80  adopted  on  24  October  1980 
granted  aid  for  the  use  of  concentrated  must  and  rectified  concentrated 
must  in  wine-making. 
1.2.9.  Flax  and  hemp 
1  OJ  No 
2  OJ  No 
3  OJ  No 
4  OJ  No 
Since  sales of  flax  products  were  threatened  by  difficulties  caused  by 
the  technical  progress  of  the  textile industry  and  increased  competition 
from  other  fibres  the  Council  on  30  September  1980  adopted  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2511/804  introducing measures  to  encourage  the  use  of  flax 
fibres  for  the  1980/81  and  1981/82  marketing  years,  consisting  of  in-
formation  campaigns  and  the  search  for  new  outlets and  improved  products. 
These  measures  are  to  be  financed  by  diverting part of  the  production 
aid.  There  was  no  expenditure  in  1980. 
L 192  of  26.  7.1980,  p.  5 
L 236  of  9.  9.1980,  p.  5 
L  281  of  25.10.1980,  p.  18 
L 256  of  1.10.1980,  p.  1 - 7  -
2.1.  Comparison  of  initial  appr~priations and  expenditure 
1 
Table  2  compares  initial  budget  appropriations  (11,507.5  m ECU)  with 
expenditure  effected  by  the  end  of  the  financial  year,  after adjustment 
of  the  funds  available  by  a  transfer of  2.3  m ECU  to  Chapter  83. 
The  following  observations  can  be  made  after detailed  examination  of  the 
individual  sectors  : 
a)  Cereals 
Because  of  a  hard  winter~ the  1979  harvest  was  down  on  1978.  The  1980 
harvest,  on  the  other  hand,  was  a  record,  with  increases  in  the  pro-
duction  of  common  wheat  and  barley  in particular.  The  effect  of  this 
harvest,  together  with  the  competition of  substitute products,  meant 
that  is  was  necessary  to  increase  exports.  This  was  reflected  in  an 
increase  in  expenditure  on  refunds  in  1980.  However,  the  favourable 
trend  of  prices  on  the  world  market  made  it possible  to  limit  the  rise 
in  expenditure,  which  remained  at  1,174.7  m ECU  (estimates  :  1,099 m ECU), 
i.e.  the  same  level  as  in  1979. 
The  size of  the  harvest,  on  the  other  hand,  Led  to  buying-in  on  a 
large scale.  At  the  end  of  1980  intervention stocks  of  cereals  amoun-
ted  to  6,686,000 t, against  2,676,000  t  at  the  end  of  1979.  For  this 
reason,  the  resulting  expenditure  (201.7  m ECU)  was  in  excess  both  of 
the  estimates  C177  m ECU)  and  of  expenditure  recorded  in  1979  (88.9  m 
ECU).  Expenditure  on  disposing  of  these quantities will  mostly  be 
incurred  in  1981. 
b)  Milk  and  milk  products  sector 
In  this  sector,  which  in  1980  accounted  for  42  % of  EAGGF  Guarantee 
Section  expenditure,  for  the  first  time  for  several  years  expenditure 
(4,752.0 m ECU)  was  Less  than  the  estimates  (4,929.6 m ECU). 
For  a  comparison  of  expenditure with  previous  years,  see  Annex  3. TABLE  2 
COMPARISON  BETWEEN  THE  INITIAL  APPROPRIATIONS  IN  THE  1980  BUDGET  AND  EXPENDITURE 
m ECU 
SECTOR 
INITIAl  i  EXPENDITURE  IN  1980  -·--·  --~  r DIFFERENCES  BETwEEN  INITIAl 
APPROPRIATIONS  t-- ---- APPROPS  AND  EXPENDITURE  1980 
I  OF  WHICH 
1980  I  Totol 
(1)  REFUNDS  ---,Fl1m"Tiir.-·IIJ\0Ci\rw.-
1 I  NTERV.  (2)  I  I  NTERV.  (3) 
% 
m ECU  % 
b  i  = h/b 
CEREALS 
RICE 
excluding  durum  wheat 
dururn  wheat 
flllK  AND  MILK  PRODUCTS 
OILS  AND  FATS 
- olive oils 
- all seeds 
SUGAR 
~EEF AND  VEAL 
PIGMEAT 
SHEEPMEA T 
EGGS  AND  POUUR\'MEAT 
FRUIT  AND  VEGETABLES 
WINE 
1.616,4 
50,0 
4.929,6 
787,0 
696,5 
1.178,0 
100,0 
50,0 
94,0 
659,0 
350,0 
1.488,4 
128,0 
467,0 
3?0,0 
1.669,3 
58,7 
'4.752,0 
1  687,3 
! 
I  575,2 
:  1.363~3 
I 
1  11S.,6 
S3,5 
35,5 
ur  ,3 
I  299,s 
1. 540,4 
128,9 
317,9 
369,4 
14,8 
0,5 
42,0 
6,1 
5,1 
12,0 
1,0 
0,5 
1.174,7  1  zn,9 
13,6  I  1.174,7 
1,2  -
44,4  I 14,3 
2.745,9  1.599,4 
3,7  654,1 
2,8  -
3,3 
286,2 
715,5 
91,6 
3,  71 
289,0 
182,<1 
24,0 
53,5 
0,8  85,5 
6,1  41,3  6Jo6,0 
2,6  26,4  273,1 
TOBACCO  zsz,o  309,3  2,1  4,5  275,3 
164,0 
12a,9 
£97,4 
356,7 
201,7 
406,7 
29,5 
465,4 
29,5 
201,7 
20,5 
9,0 
+  52,9 
•  52,0 I 
+  0,9, 
+  3,3 
•  8,7  1-.  17,4 
- 177,6  - 3,6 
•  99,7  r  12,7 
- 149, ,, 
'l  ,9,4 
- 121,3  1- 17,4 
•  185,3  •  15,7 
•  15,6  I. 1S,6 
+  3,5 
8,5 
i•  7,0 
1- 9.,.0 
+  ta,3 
- 14,~ 
+  9,7 
fiSHERY  PRODUCTS  22,0  23,0  o,z  11,4  11,6  •  1,0  ~-·  4,5 
FlAX/HEMP  19,0  16,8  0,1  - 16,8  - - 2,2  - 11,6 
,  SEEDS  33,0  32,0  0,3  - 32,0  - - 1,0  ,- 3,0 
•  28,3 
- 50,5 
•  27,3 
HOPS  6,0  6,2  0,1  - I  6,2  - •  0,2  I.  3,3 
SILK\IORMS  1,o  0,3  - - 0,3  - - o,r  I_  ro,o 
DRI EO  FODDER  56,0  33,5  0,3  - H,s  - - 22,s  1- 4G,z 
PEAS  AND  FIELD  BEANS  26,0  v,!l  o,z  - 2~,0  - •  1,0  '•  >.a 
NON-ANNEX  II  PRODUCTS  21s,o  221,3  2,0  221,3  - - - n,1  I_  1?,5 
11oNETARY  coMPENSATORY  Af1DUNr~--- 21~,o  I 29s,s  z,a  242,6  ss,9  •  22,s  !·  s,z 
+  !,5 
+  0,7 
- 31,9 
+  15,.4 
TOTAL  11.507~11.315,2  100  5.695,0  ~.487,3  1.132,8  - 192,3  ~- 1,7 
x  -------~---·~- 1  100  _j  ____  ~-- _ __  so,3  .---1. __  39_,_7 __  ___. __  ,_o_,o  ____  L_  ____  _L  ______  _ 
(1)  Appropriations  entered  ln  OJ  No  L 242  of  15  September  1980 
(2)  Intervention for  which  unit  amounts  of  expenditure  are fixed  by  Community  rules 
(3)  Intervention,  consisting  of  buying-in,  storage  and  disposal,  for  which  EAGGF-flnanced  expenditure  is determined  on  the basis  of  annual  accounts 
containing  standard  elements, 
i 
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In  addition,  in  spite of  increased  production,  the  sharp  rise  in 
expenditure  recorded  in  previous  years  slackened  in  1980  (1977  : 
2,924 m ECU;  1978  :  4,015  m ECU;  1979  :  4,528  m ECU;  1980  :  4,752  m 
ECU). 
This  is explained  by  the  fact  that  the  increase  in  production  was  not 
used  to  manufacture  products  Likely  to  go  into public  intervention, 
because  of  a  rise  in  the  consumption  of  drinking  milk,  cheese  and 
butter  on  the  internal  market  (butter  in particular,  as  a  result of 
the  sales  at  reduced  prices)  and  the  growth  in  demand  for  some  milk 
products  on  the  world  market. 
This  produced  an  improvement  in  the  market  situation which  was  reflec-
ted  in expenditure. 
Since  exports  are  the  Least  expensive  means  of  disposing  of  surpluses 
in this sector  the  Community  took  advantage  of  the  rise  in  demand  on 
the  world  market  to  export  additional  quantities at  Lower  refund  Le-
vels.  This  explains  why  expenditure on  commercial  refunds  (2,587.8  m 
ECU)  exceeds  the  estimates  <2,418  m ECU).  Of  this  expenditure,  45% 
was  on  butter,  12% on  skimmed  milk  powder  and  43%  on  other products. 
The  increase  in  the  quantities  exported  reduced  the  pressure on  the 
internal  market,  which  was  reflected  in  a  reduction  of  intervention 
expenditure  compared  with  the  estimates  and  even,  in  cert~in cases, 
compared  with  expenditure  in  1979. 
As  regards  skimmed  milk,  intervention expenditure  was  1,302.2  m ECU 
(estimates  1,867  m ECU;  1979  expenditure  1,671.3 m ECU).  The  fall  in 
expenditure  compared  with  the  estimates  is accounted  for  mainly  by  the 
reduction  in  some  aid for  disposal.  The  abolition of  the aid  for  the 
disposal  of  skimmed  milk  powder  for  use  as  pig  feed  and  the  sharp 
reduction  in public  stocks  are  the  main  reasons  for  the  drop  in ex-
penditure  compared  with  1979. (2) 
- 10  -
For  butter,  intervention  expenditure  (647.1  m ECU)  was  also below  the 
estimates  (707  m ECU)  but  it was  in  excess  of  1979  expenditure  (630.5  m 
ECU).  The  main  reason  was  a  reduction  in expenditure  on  special 
measures  to absorb  surpluses  of  butterfat. 
c)  In  the oils and  fats sector,  particularly  in the  case  of  olive oil, 
expenditure  on  production aid  and  consumption  aid  (237.9  and  52.3  m 
ECU  respectively)  was  Less  than  the  estimates  (323  and  118  m ECU 
respectively)  and  even  below  expenditure  in  1979.  In  this sector  the 
effects of  the  speed-up  in  payments  caused  by  the  introduction of  a 
system  of  advances  appear  to  have  diminished.  Also,  the quantities 
eligible for  consumption  aid were  lower  than  expected  and  far  below 
those  for  which  production aid  was  granted.  For  oilseeds,  expenditure 
on  production aid  (340  m ECU)  exceeded  the estimates  (287  m ECU)  as  a 
result  of  increased  production,  and  in particular  the  1980  harvest. 
The  latter  Led  to  buying-in on  a  Large  scale  (82,000  t  in  public 
stocks  on  31  December  1980),  resulting  in  high  expenditure on  public 
storage  (9  m ECU  instead of  the  1  m ECU  forecast). 
d)  Sugar  sector 
In  this sector, because  of  rising  prices on  the  world  market,  the 
exports  needed  as  a  result  of  the  surplus  production  (which  included 
imports  of  1.3 m tonnes  from  the  ACP  countries)  could  be  carried out 
at  little cost. 
Expenditure  on  refunds  (286.2 m ECU)  was  thus  less  than  the  estimates 
(394m  ECU),  which  explains  the  reduction  in expenditure  in this 
sector  compared  with  the  estimates. 
e)  Beef  and  veal 
Expenditure  in this sector  for  1980  (1,363.3  m ECU)  far  exceeded  both 
the estimates  (1,178 m ECU)  and  1979  expenditure  (748  m ECU). - 11  -
This  situation was  the  result, firstly,  of  an  increase  in  pro-
duction after  the  temporary  fall  in  1976-78  and,  secondly,  of 
stagnating  consumption  caused  by  the  price  relationship  between 
beef  and  veal  and  other  types  of  meat  being  unfavourable  to  the 
consumer.  A surplus  resulted,  which  Led  to  pressure  on  the 
internal  market.  In  order  to  reduce  this  and  to avoid  excessive 
intervention  buying  the  emphasis  was  placed  on  exports,  which 
resulted  in  an  increase  in  the  quantities  exported.  This  was 
reflected  in  a  sharp  rise  in  expenditure  on  refunds,  which  in-
creased  from  270m  ECU  in  1979  to 715.5  m ECU  in  1980  (estimates 
460  m ECU).  The  efforts  made  in  the  export  field  meant  that,  in 
spite of  some  increase  in  buying-in  (330,000  t  in  1979  and  410,000  t 
in 1980),  expenditure  for  1980  (465.4 m ECU)  remained  within  the 
estimates  (477  m ECU). 
f)  In  the  fresh  fruit  and  vegetables  sector,  expenditure matched  the 
estimates.  On  the  other  hand,  for  processed  fruit  and  vegetables, 
expenditure  on  processing  premiums  (484.1  m ECU)  was  more  than 
estimated  (443  m ECU). 
Expenditure  on  these  premiums  in  1979  was  282  m ECU. 
g)  In  the  wine  sector,  the  exceptional  harvest  in 1979  meant  that 
storage and  distillation measures  had  to  be  employed  on  a  Large 
scale  in  order  to  support  the market.  As  in other  years  with  a 
big  harvest,  expenditure  (299.5  m ECU),  while  Less  than  the 
estimates  (350m  ECU),  was  well  up  on  the  previous  years. 
h)  For  the  other  sectors,  expenditure  was  approximately  equivalent 
to  the appropriations.  However,  in  the  dried  fodder  sector, 
because  prices  on  the  world  market  were  fairly  high,  the  additio-
nal  aid  for  Community  production  provided  for  in  the  rules  was 
Less  than  estimated. - 12  -
The  result  was  a  reduction  in  expenditure  (33.5  m ECU)  compared  with  the 
estimates  (56.0 m ECU).  For  non-Annex  II products,  the  reduction of 
certain  rates  of  refund  on  the  basic  products  incorporated  in  them  in 
1980  resulted  in  a  reduction  in  expenditure  on  refunds  (221.3  m ECU) 
compared  with  the  estimates  (275  m ECU)  and  even  in  comparison  with  1979 
(252.1  m ECU). 
2.1.2.  Monetary  compensatory  amounts  (MCAs) 
1 
Table  3  shows  the  difference  between  the  hypotheses  used  in  preparing  the 
budget  and  the  range  of  MCAs  actually applied. 
TABLE  3- MCA  levels  applied  in  trade1 
Rates  referred  to  in  the  budget  Rates  recorded  in  1980 
CURRENCY  (17.12.1979)  Minimum  Maximum 
DM  +  9,8  +  8,8  +  10,8 
BFR/LFR/HFL  +  1,9  +  1,7  +  2,4 
FF 
LIT 
u~ 
IRL 
D~ 
- 3,7  3,7  0 
- 2,3  - 11,1  0 
- 3,5  6,6  +  12,1 
0  0  0 
0  0  0 
In  1980  currencies  were  fairly  stable within  the  European  monetary  sys-
tem.  There  was  no  change  in  central  rates.  However,  the  lira  was  sub-
ject  to  downward  fluctuations  which  were  sometimes  marked,  while  the 
pound  sterling  tended  upwards  with  the  result  that  positive  MCAs  were 
introduced  for  the  United  Kingdom  from  the  end  of  March  1980. 
With  effect  from  12  May  the  representative  rates  for  the  French  franc 
and  the  lira were  reduced  to  the  Level  of  the  central  rates  :  at  the  same 
time  MCAs  for  France  and  Italy disappeared.  However,  as  a  result  of 
movements  in  the  market  rate  for  the  Lira,  MCAs  were  reintroduced  for 
Italy on  11  June  1980  (- 1.0 at  the  end  of  October  1980). 
The  favourable  currency  situation  was  responsible  for  a  considerable 
reduction  in  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  expenditure on  MCAs,  from  702.4  m 
ECU  in 1979  to  298.5 m ECU  in 1980. 
For  the  dairy  sector  +he  r~tes are slightly different  from  those  shown  in  the  table._ - 13  -
2.2.  Breakdown  of  expenditure by  type 
The  following  conclusions  can  be  drawn  from  the  table  in  Annex  4 
a)  refunds 
The  Community  continued  its efforts  to  promote  exports,  principally of  the 
main  surplus products  (milk  products,  sugar,  cereals,  beef)  but  also of 
products  which  are at  present  in  abundant  supply  (pigmeat,  eggs  and  poul-
trymeat).  The  milk  sector accounted  for  the  Largest  share  of  expenditure 
(48.2  %)  as  a  result of  efforts  to  restore  stocks of  skimmed  milk  powder 
and  butter  to  normal  Levels. 
In  order  to  improve  the monitoring  of  exports  in  this  sector,  the  period  of 
validity of  export  Licences  for  milk  powder  was  reduced  from  nine  to  six 
months  in October  1979  and  a  period  for  reflection was  introduced  in  1980 
in  the  case of  advance  fixing  for  the  export  of  butter  and  milk  powder. 
In  the  sugar  sector,  high  prices  on  the  world  market  Led  to  export  Levies 
being  charged  from  May  1980.  Therefore,  in  spite of  the  high  Level  of 
exports,  expenditure on  refunds  fell  from  685  m ECU  in  1979  to  286  m ECU  in 
1980. 
Expenditure  on  refunds  as  a  percentage of agricultural  expenditure  remained 
high  (49.5% against  48.6%  in 1979).  It  should  fall  in  1981  since  the 
world  market  situation  in  many  sectors  enabled  some  rates  of  refund  to  be 
reduced  substantially  in  1980.  Between  the  beginning  and  end  of  1980  the 
following  reductions  were  made  :  wheat  -15  %;  barley  - 50  %;  flour  - 20  %; 
malt- 75  %;  butter- 33  %;  skimmed  milk  powder- 36  %;  sugar  :  the  refund 
was  abolished1  and  replaced  by  an  export  Levy  protecting  the  consumer 
against  price  increases  and  bringing  in  substantial  receipts  for  the  budget; 
eggs- 29  %;  poultrymeat  - 40  %. 
b)  intervention measures 
The  major  component  of  expenditure,  i.e.  the  price support  measures  for 
the  internal market,  fell  from  34  % in  1979  to  31  % in  1980.  The  reason 
for  this  sharp  drop  was  the  Low  expenditure  on  MCAs  in  respect  of  intra-
Community  trade  (55.9 m ECU  against  458.8  in  1979)  in  spite of  the  increase 
in aid  for  oilseeds  (202.3  m ECU  in 1979;  340.3  m ECU  in  1980). 
1  It  had  to  be  reintroduced  from  April  1981. - 14  -
The  price support  measures  constitute an  income  supplement  for  the  pro-
ducer  if  they  are  paid  to  him  directly and  a  guarantee  for  the disposal 
of  this  produce  if they  encourage  the  processing of  basic  products.  An-
nex  7  gives  a  breakdown  of  these  measures  and  shows  that  most  of  them 
benefit  producers directly. 
As  regards  expenditure on  second  category  intervention,  related  to  the 
purchase,  storage and  disposal  of  products  by  the  intervention agencies, 
Annex  5  divides  this  into  the  technical  costs of  storage,  interest 
charges  and  expenditure  resulting  from  the  difference between  the  buying-
in  price  and  the  receipts  from  sales.  The  Last  type  of  expenditure 
represents  the  biggest  percentage1• 
c)  Expenditure  on  monetary  compensatory  amounts  continued  to fall  sharply 
(see  2.1.2.).  It  amounted  to  298.5  m ECU  (708.4  in  1979),  representing 
2.6 % of  all  expenditure by  the  Guarantee  Section  (10.2  % in  1978;  6.8  % 
in 1979).  It was  incurred mainly  in  respect  of  sales  to  non-member 
countries  by  some  Member  States  with  positive  MCAs,  including  Germany 
(179.3  m ECU)  and  the  Netherlands  (41.6 m ECU).  Most  of  the  remaining 
expenditure  (55.9 m ECU)  was  in  respect  of  intra-Community  trade. 
2.3.  Public  stocks 
The  exceptional  cereal  harvest  in  1980  meant  that  the  major  producing 
countries, i.e.  France  and  Germany,  placed  Large  quantities  in store. 
Stocks  of  wheat  and  barley  (see  Annex  6), which  amounted  to  2 million 
tonnes  at  the  end  of  1979,  had  risen  to  nearly  6  million  tonnes  by  the  end 
of  1980.  At  the year's  end  these products  accounted  for  the  Largest  pro-
portion of  the quantities  in public  storage,  since stocks of  skimmed  milk 
and  butter fell  from  around  500,000  t  at  the  end  of  1979  to  370,000  t  at 
the  end  of  1980. 
The  total  value  of  stocks,  calculated on  the  basis of  the  capital  immobi-
lized,  increased  (2,583  m ECU  against  2,143  m ECU). 
1  See  Ninth  Financial  Report,  point  2.2.,  p.  17. - 15  -
2.4.  Corrections  to  be  made  to  the  breakdown  of  expenditure  by  Member  State 
on  the  basis  of  monetary  compensatory  amounts  (MCAs) 
The  council  agreed  in April  1976,  on  the  basis  of  Article  2a  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  974/71  concerning  the application of  monetary  compensatory  amounts, 
that  the  MCAs  payable  in  trade  with  the  United  Kingdom  and  Italy would  be 
paid  by  the  exporting  country,  as  opposed  to  the  importing  country.  This 
agreement  has  since  been  renewed. 
Article 3  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1172/76 of  17  May  1976  which  set  up  a 
financing  facility stipulates that,  for  the  purposes  of  establishing  net 
balances  for  Member  States,  the  monetary  compensatory  amounts  are  to  be 
attributed  to  the  country which  has  made  them  necessary  through  changes  in 
the  exchange  rates  for  its currency. 
The  following  table  shows  the  corrections,  which  result. 
TABLE  4 
Corrections  to  be  made  to  the  breakdown  of  expenditure  by  Member  State 
m ECU 
Expenditure  Corrected  expenditure 
Member  State  not  corrected  Corrections 
Amount  % 1980  % 1979 
Belgium  581,2  10,1  571,1  5,1  7,2 
Denmark  636,2  20,5  615,8  5,4  6,0 
Germany  2.482,8  29,8  2.452,9  21,7  22,5 
France  2.888,7  59,0  2.829,7  25,0  21,8 
Ireland  584,7  20,1  564,6  5,0  4,4 
Italy(1)  1.  709,8  +  118,2  1.828,0  16,2  15,9 
Luxembourg  11,6  11,6  0,1  0,1 
Netherlands  1.573,3  29,9  1.543,3  13,6  13,2 
United  Kingdom(1):  833,9  +  51,3  885,2  7,8  8,9 
Community(2)  13,0  13,0  0,1 
Total  EEC  11.315,2  0  11.315,2  100,0  100,0 
(1)  The  decrease  in  these  corrections  as  compared  with  1979  results  from  the 
reduction  in  the  levels  of  MCAs  applied.  For  the  United  Kingdom,  following 
the  introduction of  positive  MCAs,  this  system  became  inoperative during 
1980. 
(2)  Direct  payments  to  beneficiaries  in  the olive oil sector  and  as  a  result of 
the Court's  judgments  of  4  October  1979  (production  refunds  for  cereals). 
See  annex  2. - 16  -
2.5.  Assessment  of  the  total  cost  of  the  Guarantee  Section 
2.5.1.  General  development  of  expenditure 
TABLE  5 
YEAR  Total  expenditure  % increase  from  one  year 
m ECU  to the next 
1975  4;522,5 
1976  5.587,1  23,5 
1977  6.830,4  22,3 
1978  8.672,7  27,0 
1979  10.440,7  20,4 
1980  11.315,2  8,4 
Whereas  from  1975  to  1979  the  annual  increase  in expenditure  was  23  % on 
average,  it fell  to  20  % for  the  period  1975  to  1980  because  of  the  sharp 
reduction  in  the  growth  of  expenditure  (8.4  %)  from  1979  to  1980.  This 
development,  which  was  in  Line  with  the wishes  of  the  budgetary authorities, 
was  the  result of  the  favourable  economic  situation,  the  stepping-up of 
co-responsibility  in  the  milk  sector, strict management  of  the  markets 
and  closer  coordination  with  those  responsible  for  financial  management. 
2.5.2.  Agricultural  Levies 
The  common  agricultural  policy,  as  well  as  generating  expenditure,  also 
constitutes  a  source  of  revenue  for  the  Community  budget  in the  form  of 
agricultural  Levies  and  sugar  production  Levies,  which  in  1980  brought  in 
2,002.3 m ECU. 
TABLE  6 
Levies  under  the  common  agricultural  policy 
m ECU 
Type  of  levy  1975  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
Import  levies  534,0  1.040,1  1.816,9  1.872,  7  1.678,6  1.535,4 
Sugar  production  levies:  86,0  133,2  320,8  410,6  464,9  466,9 
TOTAL  620,0  1.173,3  2.137,7  2.283,3  2.143, 5  2.002,3 - 17  -
Since  1978  the  increase  in  these  resources  has  lost  momentum  because  of  the 
relatively  high  level  of  world  prices,  the  stabilization of  imports  and  the 
import  concessions  made  in  favour  of  certain  non-member  countries. 
As  regards  the  sugar  levies,  Annex  9  shows  the  relationship  between  the 
Levies  charged  and  the  refunds  granted  for  storage  costs  for  each  sugar 
marketing  year  since  1968/69.  It  should  be  emphasized  that  the  common 
organization of  the  market  in  sugar  aims  to establish  a  balance,  on  a  multi-
annual  basis,  between  production  Levies  and  the  reimbursement  of  storage 
costs. 
2.5.3.  Cost  in  relation  to  GDP 
A comparison  of  total  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  expenditure  in  1980  with  the 
most  significant  indicator of  the  general  performance  of  the  economy,  the 
Community  gross  domestic  product  at  market  prices  (GDP),  shows  that  there 
has  been  a  slackening  of  the  growth  in  expenditure.  Expenditure  represented 
Less  than 0.5 %of  GDP,  which  is a  relatively small  percentage. 
3.  Changes  in  the  rules  governing  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section 
3.1.  Council  Legislation 
a)  In  November  1980  the  Commission  presented  a  proposal  for  ~  Regulation  to 
the  Council  with  a  view  to gathering  in  a  single Regulation  and  consoli-
dating all  the detailed  provisions  on  the  financing  of  public  storage of 
agricultural  products  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section.  These  provisions 
are at  present  contained  in nine  Council  Regulations  dating  from  1969  to 
1972  which  have  been  amended  on  several  occasions.  Such  consolidation 
is, moreover,  provided  for  in Regulation  (EEC)  No  1883/781  Laying  down 
general  rules  for  the  financing  of  intervention. 
Experience  gained  in  recent  years  had  suggested  some  adjustments  to  the 
existing  legislation,  especially as  regards  responsibility  for  good 
storage. 
1  OJ  No  L  216  of  5.8.1978,  p.  1 - 18  -
b)  Those  measures  considered  as  intervention measures  aimed  at  regulating 
the  market  and  which  thus  qualify  for  financing  by  the  Guarantee  Section 
are  Listed  in  the  Annex  to Regulation  (EEC)  No  1883/78.  This  Regulation 
was  updated  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  249/80 of  5  February  19801  in  order 
to  take  account  of  new  measures  and  to delete  those  which  no  Longer 
apply. 
3.2.  Commission  Legislation 
a)  In  connection  with  the  cost  of  financing  intervention  consisting  of  the 
buying-in,  storage and  disposal  of  products  stored  by  the  intervention 
agencies,  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  finances  at a  standard  rate  the 
interest  charges  incurred  by  the  agencies  in  respect  of  the  funds  they 
have  to obtain  for  buying  in  goods. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  467/77 of  7  March  19772  Lays  down  the  method  of 
calculating  these  charges.  Two  amendments  were  made  with  effect  from  1 
January  19813  : 
- So  as  to  harmonize  the  buying-in  conditions  applied  by  the  interven-
tion  agencies  and  at  the  same  time  take  account  of  commercial  prac-
tice,  under  the  rul.es  governing  common  market  organizations  provision 
may  be  made· for  payment  for  a  product  bought  in  by  an  intervention 
agency  to  be  effected only after  a  certain  period. 
In  such  cases  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  bears  the  interest  charges 
not  from  the  date  on  which  the  goods  entered  into store  but  from  the 
end  of  the  period  in  question.  For  butter and  skimmed  milk  powder, 
this  period  was  fixed at  two  months  on  5  November  1980  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2863/804.  This  will  result  in  a  saving  of  around  13m  ECU 
for  1981. 
-The standard  rate  of  interest  to  be  applied  in  calculating  the  charges 
had  been  8  % since 1974.  In  the  Light  of  the  general  trend  of  interes1 
rates  in  the  Community  it was  raised  to 9%  for  1981. 
1 
2  OJ  No  L  28  of  5.2.1980,  p.  1 
3  OJ  No  L  62  of 8.3.1977,  p.  9 
4  Reg.  (EEC)  No  175/81  of  22.1.198·1  (OJ  No  L  20  of  23.1.1981,  p.  14) 
OJ  No  L  297  of  6.11.1980 - 19  -
b)  The  Commission  updated  the  standard  amounts  which  had  applied since  31 
October  1977  in  respect  of  the  physical  operations  resulting  from  the 
storage and  processing  of  agricultural  products  bought  into  interven-
tion.  This  adjustment,  which  took  effect  from  1  January  1980,  was  made 
by  decision of  the  Commission  dated  14  July  1980.  It will  mean  an 
increase  in  expenditure of  around  1.9 m ECU  per  year. 
c)  Article 8  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1883/78,  in particular  the first  sub-
paragraph,  stipulates  that  intervention  stocks  at  31  December  are to  be 
valued  at  the  average  purchase  price.  Therefore,  on  19  January  1981, 
the  Commission  adopted  Regulation  (EEC)  No  145/811  fixing  the  price  to 
be  applied  in  calculating  the value  of  agricultural  products  which  were 
in  intervention storage  on  31  December  1980  and  which  would  be  carried 
forward  to  the  1981  financial  year. 
The  same  Regulation  provided  for  part  of  the  expenditure  resulting  from 
the  Counc·il  decision at  the  end  of  1980  that  substantial quantities  of 
products  in  intervention  should  be  supplied at  reduced  prices  to  Poland 
to  be  borne  by  the  Guarantee  Section.  This  resulted  in expenditure  of 
around  62  m ECU  in  1980. 
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TITLE  II 
CASH  POSITION  AND  FINANCIAL  ADMINISTRATION 
4.  The  system  of  advances 
4.1.  Article  5(2)  of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70  on  the  financing  of  the 
common  agricultural  policy1  provided  for  the  Community  funds  intended  for 
making  the  payments  financed  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  to  be  made 
available  to  Member  States. 
4.2.  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  380/782  laid  down  the  rules  for  operating 
the  advance  system. 
By  the  20th  day  of  each  month  the  Member  States  submit  to  the  Commission  an 
application for  an  advance  accompanied  by 
•  a  statement  of  the  cash  position at  the  end  of  the  preceding  month; 
•  a  statement  of  expenditure  in  the  month  preceding  that  in  which  the 
application  is  made  and  the  expenditure  estimate  for  the  current  month 
and  the  two  following  months. 
On  the  basis of the applications  receivedp  the  Commission  decides,  within 
one  month  and  after consulting  the  EAGGF  Committeep  on  the  advances  to  be 
paid  to  Member  States,  calculated  in  such  a  way  as  to  cover  expenditure 
until  the  end  of  the  quarter  to  which  the  estimates  accompanying  the  appli-
cations  relate. 
Advances  are  paid,  into  the  accounts  opened  for  the  purpose  by  each  M-~ber 
State  with  the  Treasury  or  some  other  financial  institution,  in  principle 
one  week  before  the  beginning  of  the  Last  month  covered  by  the  estimates. 
Where  appropriate,  the  Member  States distribute  the  Community  funds  thus 
received  among  the  authorities  they  have  empowered  to  make  payments. 
~OJ No  L  94  of  28.4.1970,  p.  13 
OJ  No  L  56  of  27.2.1978;  replaces  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2697/70, 
as  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1823/73. - 21  -
If  the  funds  made  available  to  a  Member  State are  likely to  be  exhausted 
before  the  date  on  which  the  next  payment  is due,  a  decision  may  be  taken 
on  a  special  advance. 
In  practice this  system  enables 
the  paying  agencies  to declare their  expenditure  during  the  previous 
month  and  to update  their  expenditure  estimates  by  means  of  a  sliding 
h 
.  1  mec  am sm  ; 
- the  Commission  to determine  the  advances  and  to  charge  the  expenditure  to 
the  Community  budget. 
4.3.  Expenditure  is  taken  into account  in  accordance  with  Title VIII  of  the 
Financial  Regulation  applicable  to  the  general  budget  of  the  European 
C  .  .  2  ommumt1es  • 
Global  commitments  corresponding  to  the  advances  decided  on  by  the  Commis-
sion are  entered  into  immediately.  After  examination and  in  principle 
within  two  months  following  receipt  of  the  statements  of  payment  forwarded, 
monthly  expenditure  is  the  subject  of  : 
- commitments  itemized  according  to  the  budget  nomenclature  and,  at  the 
same  time  and  in  respect  of  the  same  total,  a  global  release, 
- a  charge  for  payment  to  the  items  concerned. 
Before  the  close  of  the  financial  year  those  appropriations  which  remain 
committed  globally,  i.e.  those  which  correspond  to  the  advances  granted  for 
making  payments  in  the  financial  year  and  not  used  for  that  purpose,  are 
released  and  then  recommitted  globally  for  the  following  financial  year. 
As  a  result,  the  advance  is also  transferred  to  the  following  year. 
Thanks  to  this  mechanism  during  the  financial  year,  advances  can  be  used 
regardless  of  the  month  for  which  they  were  granted  and  at  the  end  of  the 
year  transfers of  funds  in  the  form  of  repayments  by  the  paying  agencies  to 
the  Member  States  and  by  the  latter  to  the  Commission  are  avoided. 
A final  updating  is  provided  for,  in  simplified  form,  before  the  EAGGF  Com-
mittee  is  consulted,  which  avoids  the  proliferation of  special  advances. 
2  OJ  No  L 356  of 31.12.1977 - 22  -
4.4.  In  order  to monitor  global  use  of  appropriations  more  effectively,  separate 
advances  are decided  on  to  cover  the  payment  of  expenditure which  is  char-
geable partly to  the  Guarantee  Section and  partly to  the  Guidance  Section 
of  the  EAGGF  Cat  ·present  the  premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and 
milk  products  and  for  the  conversion of dairy  herds  resulting  from  the 
application of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77). 
5.  Advances  to  Member  States1 
5.1.  The  Commission  decided  on  15  advances,  including  3  special  ones,  for  1980. 
Two  of  these  special  advances  were  for  one  Member  state while  the other  was 
for  two  Member  States  and  was  required  because  expenditure  for  December  had 
been  underestimated. 
In  respect  of  the  expenditure  referred  to  in  point  4.4.,  which  is  financed 
by  both  the Guarantee  Section  (60  %)  and  the  Guidance  Section  (40  %),  the 
Commission  adopted  14  decisions  on  advances,  including  2  special  ones,  each 
of  which  was  for  one  Member  State  and  which  were  required  because  expendi-
ture  for  September  and  December  had  been  underestimated. 
In  this  report  this  expenditure  is  shown  in  full  with  regard  to  the  cash 
position  and  only·at 60%  with  regard  to  the  budgetary aspects. 
Total  funds  available  to  the  Member  States  for  disbursements  in  1980  amoun-
ted  to  11,341.7 m ECU2,  of  which  11,256.8 was  for  the  Guarantee  Section  and 
84.9 for  the  Guidance  Section3.  Of  this amount  11,181  m ECU  was  spent, 
Leaving  a  balance  of  160.7 m ECU,  including  158.1  for  the  Guarantee  Section, 
on  31  December  1980. 
1  See  Annexes  9  and  10 
2  Not  including  203.5  m ECU  paid  in  1979  and  direct  payments  of  13  m ECU 
3  This  expenditure  represents  the  Guidance  Section's  share  (40  %)  of  premiums 
for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and  milk  products  and  for  conversion  to beef 
production. TABLE  ? 
FUNDS  AVAILABLE  TO  AN~_EXPENDITURE BY  THE  MEMBER  STATES  FOR  THE  1980  FINANCIAL  YEAR 
(Guarantee+  milk  premiums  100  %) 
Balance  on  Advances  for  Total  available  Expenditure  fron  Funds 
Member  State  1980  financial  for  1980  finan- 1 . 1 • 80  available 
31.12.79  year  (including  cial  year  to  31.12.80  on  31.12.80 
-
l<>vrh::>nr<<>  rJ.; ffora:  c_oco) 
(a)  I  -co)  (c)-(a)+(b)  (d)  (e)-(c}-(d) 
BELGIUi·1  - 10,7  603,- 592,3  566,9  25,4 
DENMARK  - 13,6  651,8  638,2  621,6  16,6  . 
GERf,lANY  - 43,4  2.571,9  2.528,5  2.495,7  32,8 
FRANCE  - 59,1  2.936,- 2.876,9  2.860,5  16,4 
IRELAND  - 17,8  599,5  581,7  569,3  12,4 
ITALY  - 15,5  1.758,8  1.743,3  1.708,7  34,6 
Luxembourg  - 0,2 
I 
11,9  11,7  11,7  P.M. 
NETHERLANDS  - 28,8  1.552,4  1.523,6  1.501,5  22,1 
UNITED  KINGDOM  - 10,2  855,7  845,5  845,1  0,4 
TOTAL  - 199,3  11.541,- 11.341,7  (1)  11.181,- 160,7 
of  which  : 
Guarantee  I 
- 203,5  11.460,3  11.256,8  11.098,7  158,1 
Guidance  r 
+  4,2  80,7  84,9  82,3  2,6 
--- - ----------------
(1)  Not  including  203.5  m ECU  charqed  to  1980  and  direct  payments  of  13  m ECU. 
m ECU 
I 
Use  of 
advances 
(f)-(d) I (c) .100 
95,7 
I 
97,4 
I  98,7' 
99,4 
97,9 
98,-
100,-
98,5 
100,-
98,6 
98,6 
96,9 
I 
I 
! 
--
rv 
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5.3.  ~~1~-~f-~!ili~~!i~~-~f-!b~-f~~~~-~~~il~~l~ 
The  ratio between  payments  made  in  1980  and  the  funds  available  to  the 
Member  States for  this  purpose  shows  that  98.6  % of  these  funds  were  used 
(Table  7,  column  f). 
In  addition,  a  comparison  between  the  average  of  the  funds  available  to 
cover  expenditure  in  each  month  and  the  average of  the  balances available 
after  payment  indicates an average  rate of  utilization of  90.2%  (Table  8, 
column  c). 
This  is a  very definite  improvement  on  the  three  previous  financial  years  : 
64  % in  1977  and  77  % in 1978  and  1979.  It  is due  to  an  improvement  in  the 
implementation  of  the  advance  system  by  the  Commission  and  the  Member 
States  combined. 
5.4.  Qi~~£!_~~l~~~!2 
During  1980  the  sum  of  3,965,497.14  ECU  was  paid directly  by  the  Commission 
to beneficiaries,  including  3,779,443.72 as  a  result  of  the  judgements  of 
the  European  Court  of Justice of  4  October  1979  (production  refunds  for 
maize  grits)  and  186,053.42  for  expenditure  connected  with  the  amount 
diverted  from  the  consumption  aid  for  olive oil. 
In  addition,  the  sum  of  9  m ECU  was  committed  in  1980  and  paid  in  1981. 
6.  Administration  of  appropriations 
It  should  be  remembered  that  as  a  result  of  the  Late  adoption  of  the  budget 
(9  July  1980)  financing  during  the  early  months  of  the  year  was  based  on  the 
system  of  provisional  twelfths  (article  8  of  the  Financial  Regulation). 
This  system,  which  is essentially  an  interim  method  of  financing  until  the 
adoption  of  the  budget,  Led  to  certain difficulties  in  continuity for  the 
financing  of  the  Common  Agricultural  Policy  as  a  result,  on  the  one  hand, 
of  being  applies  for  an  extended  period  of  'time',  and  in  the other  hand, 
of  the  increases  in  expenditure. 
However,  the  adoption  of  the  budget  on  9  July  1980  avoided  the  necessity  for 
supplementary  provisional  twelfths. Member  State 
BELGIUM 
DENMARK 
GERMANY 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXEMBOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
CEE 
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TABLE  8 
AVERAGE  RATE  OF  USE  OF  COMMUNITY  FUNDS 
FOR  1980 
(Guarantee+  milk  premiums  100  %) 
Average  Community 
funds  available  in 
the  Member  States 
for  one  month's  ex-
penditure  (Annexes 
11  and  1 2,  line  C) 
(a) 
58,2 
58,7 
235,4 
266,1 
54,2 
150,6 
1,4 
144,8 
63,3 
1 .032,  7 
Average  balance 
available after one 
month's  expenditure 
(Annexes  11  and  12, 
line  E) 
(b) 
10,9 
6,9 
27,5 
27,8 
6,7 
8,2 
0,3 
19,8 
7,2 
100,9 
Initial  budget 
Transfer  to  Chapter  83 
11,507.5 m ECU 
2.3  m ECU 
11,505.2 m ECU 
M ECU 
Average  rate of 
utilization 
(c)  =  (a)- (b).100 
(a) 
81,3  % 
88,2  % 
88,3  % 
89,6  % 
87,6  % 
94,6  % 
78,6  % 
86,3  % 
111,4  % 
90,2  % 
The  way  in  which  expenditure  was  developing during  the  year  Led  the  Commis-
sion  to  propose,  in  two  stages,  transfers  of  appropriations  between  chapters 
within  the  EAGGF. 6.3. 
6.3.1. 
6.3.2. 
(3) 
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The  Council  approved  the  two  Commission  proposals  on  17  December  1980  and 
23  March  1981.  The  appropriatons  transferred  between  chapters  (371  m ECU) 
represent  about  3  %of all appropriations. 
The  sectors  which  had  to  receive  more  appropriations  were  as  follows,  in 
order  :  beef  and  veal,  cereals,  fruit  and  vegetables,  tobacco,  monetary 
compensatory  amounts,  pigmeat,  rice  and  fisheries. 
Lastly,  a  transfer of  2.3 m ECU  to  Chapter  83  (Guidance  Section)  was 
approved  (see  Table 9). 
Expenditure  entered  in the accounts  for  1980  amounts  to  11,315,172,456.63 
ECU.  This  includes,  in addition  to expenditure declared  by  the Member 
States as  having  been  paid  in  1980,  203.5  m ECU  which  could  not  be  charged 
to  1979  for  Lack  of  appropriations  and  13  m ECU  of  direct  payments  by  the 
Commission. 
A detailed analysis of  expenditure  by  sector  is given  in  the first  part 
of this  report  in Table  2  and  at Annex  1.  Table  10  below  gives  the 
breakdown  of  expenditure  by  Member  State. 
This  breakdown  should  be  treated with  caution  because  the  time  taken  to 
make  payments  can  vary  considerably  from  one  Member  State to another  and 
the  expenditure  made  by  the  paying  agencies  in a  given Member  State 
cannot  be  considered  as  national  expenditure  since  the  Community  is a 
unified  economic  area  for  agricultural  products. I 
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TABLE  9 
TRANSFERS  OF  APPROPRIATIONS 
Chap.  Transfers  of  Appropria- Initial  approps  within  Sector  tions 
appropriation  Guarantee  available  Section  .. 
Cereals  60  1.616.398  +66.950  1.683.348 
Rice  61  49.995  +15.000  64.995 
Milk  Products  62  4.929.646  -19.750  4.909.896 
Oils  and  Fats  63  787.000  -99.000  688.000 
Sugar  64  696.471  -119.700  576.771 
Beef  and  veal  65  1.178.000  +192.950  1.370.950 
Pigmeat  66  100.000  +15.700  115.700 
Eggs,  poultrymeat  67  94.000  -8.450  85.550 
Fruit,  vegetables  68  659.000  +28.550  687.550 
!·Jine  69  350.000  -50.350  299.650 
Tobacco  70  282.000  +27.900  309.900 
Other  sectors  73  191.000  -21.450  169.550 
Non-Annex  II  74  275.000  -53.700  221.300 
Accession  CAs  75  1.000  -950  50 
MCAs  78  276.000  +23.000  299.000 
Fisheries  88  22.000  +1.000  23.000 
TOTAL  11.507.510  (*)  -2.300  11.505.210 
C•>  This  amount  was  transferred  to  Item  8312  non-marketing  premiums, 
Guidance  Section part. 
1000  Ecu 
Expenditure 
in  1980 
1.669.281 
58.737 
4.751.976 
687.288 
575.202 
1.363.311 
115.638 
85.494 
687.318 
299.490 
309.321 
169.334 
221.256 
44 
298.523 
22.959 
11.315.172 6.4. 
6.4.1. 
6.4.2. 
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- Global  provisional  commitments  corresponding 
to  the  advances  paid  to  Member  States  in 
respect  of  1980 
- Commitments  for direct  payments 
Commitments  itemized  in  accordance  with 
budget  nomenclature 
-Balance of  global  commitments  cancelled  in 
respect  of  1980  and  recommitted  for  1981 
ECU 
11,460,306,915.98 
12,965,497.14 
11,473,272,413.12 
11,315,172,456.63 
158,099,956.49 
============== 
With  the  exception  of  a  sum  of  9  m ECU  committed  for direct  payments  by 
the  Commission  following  the  judgments  of  the  Court  of Justice,  the 
amounts  charged  for  payment,  which  totalled 11,306,172,456.63,  corres-
ponded  to  the  specific  commitments  by  budget  item. 
There  was  no  carryover  of  appropriations  from  1979  to  1980. 
The  appropriation of  9,000,000  ECU  committed  in  1980  for  direct  payments 
by  the  Commission  was  carried over  automatically to  1981. 
Implementation  of  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section part  of  the  1980  budget 
can  be  summarized  as  follows  : 
Initial budget 
Transfer  to  Chap.  83 
Charges  for  payments 
Appropriations  committed  and 
carried  over  to  1981 
Lapsed  unused  appropriations 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
11,507,510,000.00 
2,300,000.00 
11,505,210,000.00 
11,306,172,456.63 
199,037,543.37 
9,000,000.00 
190,037,543.37 
============== 2 
Member  State 
BELGIUM 
DENMARK 
GERMANY 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXEMBOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
TOTAL2 
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TABLE  10 
Breakdown  of  1980  expenditure  by  Member  State 
and  by  type  of  financing1 
Refunds  Intervention  Totals  1980 
m ECU  m ECU  m ECU  % 
450.5  130.7  581.2  5.14 
453.3  182.9  636.2  5.63 
1,091.4  1,391.4  2,482.8  21.97 
1,559.0  1,329.7  2,888.7  25.56 
357.2  227.5  584.7  5.17 
250.0  1,459.8  1,709.8  15.13 
8.1  3.5  11 .6  0.10 
1,187.9  385.4  1,573.3  13.92 
338.9  495.0  833.9  7.38 
5,696.3  5,605.9  11,302.2  100  % 
1979 
% 
7.53 
7.25 
23.85 
23.74 
5.49 
12.64 
0.13 
14.31 
5.06 
100  % 
This  takes  no  account  of  corrections  to  the  breakdown  of  expenditure  by 
Member  State  when  the  exporting  Member  State  pays  the  MCAs  instead of 
the  importing  Member  State  (see  Table  4)  or of  the  transfers of  receipts 
between  intervention agencies  when  agricultural  products are  transferred 
at "nil"  prices. 
Not  including 13m  ECU  for direct  payments  (see  5.4.). - 30  -
TITLE  III 
7.  INVESTIGATIONS,  IRREGULARITIES  AND  RELATED  ACTIVITIES 
7.1.  Investigations 
7.1.1.  Powers 
The  administrations  in the Member  States are  responsible  for  giving 
effect  to  Community  rules and  thus  have  the  primary  responsibility for 
ensuring  the  factual  and  procedural  correctness of  the  operations fi-
nanced  by  the  Fund. 
Additional  national  checks,  in  the  form  of  inspection visits or  inves-
tigations, are  sometimes  initiated by  the  Commission1  when  it considers 
them  necessary.  Wherever  possible,  Commission  officials  take  part. 
1  The  Commission  staff also carry out  a  wide  range  of  checks  ,  which  are 
coordinated  by  an  interdepartmental  working  group. 
In  the verification of  expenditure  financed  by  the  Guarantee  Section, 
Leaving  aside  the  checks  made  in  connection  with  the  clearance of  the 
accounts,  a  distinction  is made  between  investigations  into suspicious 
cases  and  "selective"  checks.  The  checks  generally  cover all  the  l\1ember 
States  and  are  intended  to  examine  problems  encountered  in a  particular 
sector or  sphere. 
7.1.2.  Selective  checks  untertaken 
1 
In  1980  a  selective  check  was  made  in all  the Member  States  with  regard 
to  the  co-responsibility  levy and  the  measures  to  expand  outlets for  milk 
and  milk  products.  Member  States  have  received  a  copy  of  the  parts  of 
the  report  which  concern  them.  Certain matters  under  dispute will  be 
settled  in  connection  with  the  clearance of  the  accounts. 
Legal  basis  Reg.  729/70  and  Reg.  283/72. - 31  -
7.1.3.  Investigations undertaken 
In  1980  the  Commission  made  use  of  its power  to  initiate investigations 
by  the  Member  States  in  14  cases,  7  of  which  related  to dairy products,  a 
sector  which  remains  sensitive  because  of  its financial  significance  and 
complexity.  The  other  investigations  related  to  cereals,  fruit  and 
vegetables,  beef  and  veal,  oils and  fats,  pigmeat,  sheepmeat  and  sugar. 
These  investigations  related  to  one  or  more  Member  States,  as  follows  : 
8  DK  D  F  IRL  IT  LUX  NL  UK  TOTAL 
1  0  3  1  1  3  0  2  3  14 
In 3  cases  the  suspicion of  irregularity proved  to  be  unfounded.  Three 
investigations  uncovered  irregularities within  the  meaning  of  Article  3 
of Regulation  283/72.  Three  unfinished  investigations will  have  finan-
cial  consequences  still to  be  determined.  Five  investigations  were  still 
in  progress  at  the  end  of  1980. 
In  addition,  15  investigations  commenced  earlier  were  still pending;  5 
investigations  will  have  financial  consequences  to be  dealt  with  in 
connection  with  the  clearance of  the  accounts. 
7.2.  Irregularities 
It  is  the  responsibility of  the  Member  States  to  take  the  necessary 
action  to  prevent  and  deal  with  irregularities and  to  recover  sums  Lost. 
However,  where  recovery  proves  impossible,  the  Community  bears  the  finan-
cial  consequences,  provided  that  the  Loss  is  not  attributable  to  the 
Member  State's administration.  This  joint  responsibility  required  a 
system  of  notification and  coordination,  which  was  introduced  by  Regu-
Lation  (EEC)  No  283/72. 
7.2.1.  Cooperation  and  prompt  notification 
The  Member  States  and  the  Commission  have  established  a  system  of  active 
cooperation  which  takes  the  form  of  : - 32  -
the  prompt  exchange  of  information  concerning  irregularities  liable  to 
have  rapid  effects  beyond  the  Member  State  concerned  and  irregularities 
involving  a  new  fraudulent  practice; 
- meetings  of  the  EAGGF  Irregularities Group  at  which  experts  from  the 
national  authorities  and  the  Commission  review all  the  information 
exchanged. 
Notifications  under  the  rapid  information  system  were  as  follows 
B  DK  D  F  IRL  IT  LUX  NL  UK  COM  TOTAL 
TOTAL  1972-1979  10  0  9  11  11  1  0  2  49  10  103 
TOTAL  1980  3  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  7 
annual  average  12 
The  information  exchanged  related  mainly to  milk  products.  Some  inves-
tigations  are  in  progress  (see  above).  The  total  of  7  notifications for 
1980  seems  Low  compared  with  the average  but  this figure  should  not 
necessarily  be  interpreted as  implying  a  general  slackening of vigilance 
or  cooperation sinbe  8  notifications  have  already been  made  during  the 
first quarter  of  1981. 
7.2.2.  Irregularities detected 
The  1979  financial  report  mentioned  the  imbalance  between  Member  States 
as  regards  the  number  of  cases  of  irregularity notified.  The  EAGGF  began 
an  inquiry  into this situation  1n  1979  which  was  still not  completed  in 
1980.  Leaving  aside  Germany,  in  1980  this  imbalance  was  slightly  reduced 
B 
4 
DK 
11 
D 
93 
FR 
37 
IRL 
1 
IT 
21 
LUX  NL 
25 
UK 
54 - 33  -
Germany,  Denmark  and  the  United  Kingdom  make  the  most  systematic  checks  of 
the  commercial  documents  of  beneficiaries  (see 7.2.5.). 
The  Member  States are  required  to  notify  the  Commission  quarterly of  the 
irregularities detected  and  the  progress  made  in  the  recovery of  over-
payments.  Details  can  be  found  in  Annex  16.  It  is apparent  from  this 
table that  the  number  of  cases  of  irregularity  reported  in  1980  was  much 
greater  than  in  previous  years 
1973  1974  1975  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980 
m ECU  1.3  4.3  3.0  5.6  9.0  2.9  2.0  21.51 
Of  which  recovered  0.7  1 .0  1 .3  2.4  2.2  1 .0  1 .3 
Number  of  cases  - annual  average  120 
a)  The  surprising  increase  in  the  number  of  cases,  246  in  1980  compared 
with  an  annual  average  of  120,  calls  for  some  comment.  It is accounted 
for  by  : 
59  cases  involving  the  premium  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  (60% 
chargeable  to  the  Guarantee  Section and  40  % chargeable  to  the  Gui-
dance  Section). 
1 • 6 
246 
Financing  of  this  measure  by  the Guarantee  Section  is  a  fairly  recent 
innovation  and  it should  be  pointed  out  that  the  financial  significance 
of  these  cases  is very  slight.  In  most  cases  the  sums  have  already 
been  recovered. 
It  should  be  noted  that  the  rules  provide  for  payment  in  instalments 
and  that  before  the  payment  of  each  instalment  the  national  authori-
ties must  ensure  that  the  farmers  are  continuing  to  abide  by  their 
obligations.  In  a  number  of  cases  the  beneficiaries  themselves  have 
informed  the  competent  authority of  their  intention to  Leave  the 
scheme  and  have  repaid  premiums  received.  The  EAGGF  is  examining 
whether  such  cases  should  in  future  be  Left  out  of  the statistics on 
irregularities  in  this  report. 
Following  a  recent  Legal  decision  in  a  specific  case  this  sum  will  probably  be 
reduced  to 17.0 m ECU  (see  7.1.2.b,  first  indent). - 34  -
- 41  cases  involving aid  for  skimmed  milk  for  use  in  compound  feeding-
stuffs,  of  which  30  were  due  mainly  to an  important  case  discovered 
in one  Member  State where  a  number  of  undertakings  and  in one  case 
the  intervention agency  itself bought  a  "skimmed  milk  powder"  which 
was  essentially an  artificial product  resembling  natural  milk  powder 
as  regards  its content of  proteins  and  other  constituents.  This 
product  was  manufactured  and  marketed  by  two  dairies  and  partly sold 
by  a  single  importer. 
Regulation  1725/79  considerably  reinforced  the  provisions  concerning 
checks  on  the  incorporation of  skimmed  milk  into  compound  feeding-
stuffs  and  new  methods  of  analysis  were  introduced  as  a  result  of 
detailed scientific  research  carried out  by  a  number  of  laboratories 
throughout  the  Community.  These  methods  will  be  amalgamated  after a 
running  in  period. 
The  Commission  hopes  that  these  measures  will  help  to  prevent  irre-
gular operations  in  this sphere. 
- 19  cases,  with  minimal  financial  impact,  involving  olive oil.  In 
addition,  since  the  advances  paid  to  producer  groups  had  appeared 
high  in  certain  cases,  at  the  instigation of  the  Commission  the 
Italian authorities carried out  additional  checks  in  1981  before 
continuing  payments. 
- 11  recent  cases  involving  apples  withdrawn  from  the  market  for 
animal  feed  and  sold  to processing  factories. 
The  EAGGF  Irregularities  Group  is currently studying  the  information 
available.  This  may  result  in  the  rules  on  intervention  being 
submitted  to  the  Management  Committee  for  Fruit  and  Vegetables  for 
amendment. - 35  -
b)  The  financial  impact  of  irregularities 
In  1980  the  sum  of  undue  expenditure as  a  result of  irregularities -
which  diverged  considerably  from  the  annual  average  - included  certain 
cases  with  a  high  financial  impact1 
- The  "ships'  supplies"  case  (1972  to  1978) 
National  investigations  involved  a  sum  of  5  m ECU  but  in all fair-
ness  it must  be  added  that  this was  recently  reduced  to  480,000  ECU. 
The  EAGGF  is examining  the  situation. 
This  case  was  made  possible  by  weaknesses  in  the administration of 
expenditure  by  the  paying  agency  of  the  Member  State  concerned. 
Moreover,  this fraud  closely  resembles  another  perpetrated at  the 
expense  of  the  same  paying  agency.  The  Member  State  concerned  has 
now  adopted stricter control  measures  and  the  Commission  will  moni-
tor their effectiveness. 
- The  "milk  powder" .case  (1978  to  1979) 
The  30  individual  cases  involved  a  total  of  7.4 m ECU.  The  nature 
of  this  irregularity is explained  above  in  the  section on  the  number 
of  irregularities.  The  extent  of  its financial  impact  is explained 
by  the  fact  that  about  30  undertakings  used  the  product,  adding  it, 
sometimes  in  small  quantities,  to their production of  compound  fee-
dingstuffs.  Thus  the  minimum  skimmed  milk  powder  content  was  less 
than  the  60  % Laid  down  in  the  rules.  The  Member  State therefore 
requested  reimbursement  of  all  the aid,  including  the  aid  for  the 
natural  powder  used  in the products.  The  firms  involved  continue  to 
assert  their good  faith  and  almost  all  have  started  legal  procee-
dings. 
1  These  cases,  although  discovered  and  notified  in  1980,  in  fact  relate to 
earlier years. - 36  -
Exports  of  maize  meal  (1978  to  1979) 
These  involved  a  total  of  1.7 m ECU.  The  rate  of  refund  depends 
on  the meal's  fat  content,  so  in order  to obtain a  better  rate  a 
Lower  fat  content  was  declared.  This  type  of  irregularity should 
be  easily detected  if Directive 77/435  is scrupulously  applied 
(see 7.2.5.). 
Aid  for  processing  citrus fruit  (1974  to 1978) 
This  irregularity  involved  1  m ECU.  The  possibility of  amending 
the  rules  was  considered  but  rejected  since  new  measures  would 
disturb the  normal  markets  and  this  would  probably  entail addi-
tional  expenditure  for  the  EAGGF.  Member  States  will  therefore 
have  to  step  up  their  controls  in  respect  of  these  measures. 
7.2.3.  Recovery  of  amounts  unduly  paid 
The  general  situation as  regards  amounts  recovered  is  shown  in 
Annex  17. 
7.2.4.  Training  of  EAGGF  monitoring  officials 
Because  of  the  advantage  to  the  Community  of  seminars  to  improve  the 
training  of  national  officials  responsible  for  surveillance of 
operations  financed  by  the  EAGGF~  in  1980  the  Commission  : 
helped  to  organize  a  training  seminar  in Berlin  for  German  inspe'-
tors  in  the  wine  sector; 
-organized  in-service  training  courses  for  national  officials with 
the  relevant  authority  in another  Member  State,  to  enlarge their 
experience of  operations  connected  with  the Guarantee  Section 
financing  system.  There  was  a  final  seminar  in  Brussels  for  the 
officials  who  took  part  in  these  exchanges,  so  that  they  could 
discuss  what  they  had  learned. - 37  -
7.2.5.  Audit  of  commercial  documents 
Article  11  of  Council  Directive 77/435/EEC  stipulates that  "Member  States 
shall  bring  into force  the provisions  needed  in order  to  comply  with  this 
Directive  not  later  than  1  July  1979,  and  shall  forthwith  inform  the 
Commission  thereof".  Since five  Member  States  had  not  met  their obligations 
in spite of  two  reminders,  the  Commission  sent  a  Letter  to  the  governments 
concerned.  Two  governments  then  notified  the  Commission  of  the  national 
rules  they  had  adopted.  The  three other  Member  States  have  committed  an 
infringement  :  a  reasoned  opinion  was  addressed  to  them  in  April  1981. 
To  facilitate  the  implementation of  the  Directive the  Commission  staff 
clarified  the  following  points  in working  documents  : 
- field of  application of  the  Directive,  and  special  cases; 
-special  chapter  on  the  application of  the  Directive  to  be  included  in 
the  annual  report  provided  for  in  Article  4(3)  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  729/70; 
- distinction  between  the  Community's  own  resources  and  the  Guarantee 
Section  financing  system. 
A meeting  between  national  experts  responsible  for  the application of  the 
Directive  and  Commission  officials gave  rise  to  an  exchange  of  views  on 
the  possibility of  including  the  checks  provided  for  in specific  Community 
regulations  (e.g.  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1725/79 on  skimmed  milk  powder)  in 
the  checks  under  the  Directive. - 38  -
TITLE  IV 
8.  CLEARANCE  OF  ACCOUNTS 
The  main  problem  with  the  clearance of  accounts  remains  the  need  to  reduce 
the  backlog  and  speed  up  clearance  procedures.  By  streamlining  the  work 
process  and  reorganizing  audit  methods,  it is  hoped  to  reduce  the  delay 
between  the  year  in  which  expenditure  is  incurred  and  the date  of  the 
Commission's  decision  clearing  the  accounts  in question,  and  so  improve  the 
present  unsatisfactory situation. 
If  delays  continue  there  is a  danger  that  Member  States which  are disre-
garding  the  rules  will  continue  to do  so  for  several  years  before  they  are 
refused  payment,  thus  magnifying  the  effect of  their action.  Sound  finan-
cial management  is anyway  all the  more  necessary  today  because  the  budget 
funds  allotted  to  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section are  getting  Larger  every 
year. 
Budget  constraints  and  Limits  on  staffing  have  made  it impossible  for  the 
Commission  so  far  to  devote  adequate  resources  to  the  operation. - 39  -
8.1.  1974  and  1975  accounts 
The  results  of  the  checks  were  communicated  to  the  Member  States  in offi-
cial  letters  sent  out  in October  1979.  Most  of  the  replies with  Member 
States'  comments  were  not  received at  the  Commission  until  the  end  of  the 
first quarter  and  during  the  second  quarter of  1980,  considerably  slowing 
down  the dialogue  procedure,  which  continued  with  bilateral meetings  with 
each  of  the  national  delegations  in  the  course of  the  third quarter.  The 
EAGGF  was  led  to  change  its initial  position  in  a  number  of  cases  after 
close  re-examination  of  matters  in dispute,  as  a  result  of  additional 
information  and  supporting  documents  provided  by  Member  States.  Conclu-
sions  incorporating  the  results of  the  dialogue  procedure  were  included  in 
a  summary  report  dated  23  December  1980,  although  on  a  number  of  matters 
the  EAGGF  still did  not  have  enough  information  by  the  end  of  1980,  in 
spite of  several  reminders,  to  be  able  to  determine  the  amount  of  eligible 
expenditure.  By  this date,  too,  the  Court  of  Justice  had  still not  given  a 
judgment  in  Cases  819/79  and  1251/79 concerning  two  disputes  from  1973  (see 
8.4.).  The  final  conclusions  and  consultation of  the  EAGGF  Committee 
cannot  therefore  follow  until  mid-1981. 
While  the  clearance of  accounts  operation  may  therefore appear  particularly 
Long,  it will  nonetheless  have  had  the  merit  of  making  it apparent  that  two 
distinct  phases  are  involved  : 
(a)  Documentary  verifications  and  inspection visits,  ending  with  letters  to 
the  Member  States  informing  them  of  the  EAGGF's  findings; 
(b)  A dialogue  between  the  EAGGF  and  the  Member  States,  giving  the  latter 
an  opportunity  to  comment  on  the  findings  and  to further  justify and 
elucidate  their expenditure;  the  financial  implications are  also worked 
out.  The  second  phase  attempts  to  resolve disputes  as  far  as possible, 
and  ends  with  the  production of  a  summary  report  in which  the  EAGGF 
draws  the  conclusions  from  its checking  operation  and  indicates  the 
financial  impact;  this  document  is then  the  basis  for  clearance deci-
sions. - 40  -
While  the  time  taken  for  the first  phase  is entirely the  Commission's 
responsibility,  this  is not  true of  the  consultation phase.  In  res-
pect  of  the  length  of  the  dialogue  procedure,  the  EAGGF  is dependent 
on  the  time  taken  by  the  Member  States to provide  the additional 
supporting  evidence  and  data  needed  for  the  final  corrections.  The 
time  required  is therefore determined  by  the  complexity  and  size of 
the difficulties encountered. 
8.2.  1976  and  1977  accounts 
The  checks  on  the  accounts  for  1976  and  1977  were  completed  at  the  end  of 
1980  and  the  dialogue  stage is to  commence  during  the first  half  of  1981. 
Since  most  of  the  problems  encountered  had  already arisen  in  the  course 
of  the  clearance operation  for  1974  and  1975,  it should  be  possible  to 
shorten  the  dialogue  procedures  considerably  in view  of  the  fact  that  the 
Commission  will  be  adopting  its decisions  on  1974  and  1975  around  the 
middle  of  1981. 
The  clearance operation  for  1976  and  1977  should  therefore  be  completed 
during  the  first ·half  of  1982. 
8.3.  1978  and  1979  accounts 
Declarations  relating to  1978  were  to  have  been  received  by  1  October 
1979  of  the  following  year  as  is normal  practice.  The  table  below  shows 
that  only  three  Member  States  were  able  to  meet  this deadline. - 41  -
TABLE  11 
Date  declarations  were  sent 
Member  State  (date of  main  declaration) 
1978  1979 
Belgium  22.10.1979  12.08.1980 
Denmark  29.08.1979  27.06.1980 
Germany  12.09.1979  14.07.1980 
France  06.02.1980  31.07.1980 
Ireland  12.02.1980  21.11.1980 
ItaLy  26.10.1979  01 .09.1980 
Luxembourg  28.09.1979  18.08.1980 
Netherlands  30.01.1980  22.08.1980 
United  Kingdom  29.04.1980  15.09.1980 
In  November  1979,  the  Commission  proposed  a  different  timetable  for  the 
communication  of  declarations  for  the  1979  and  subsequent  financial 
years,  so  as  to  ensure  that  continuing delays  in  sending  delcarations  did 
not  become  a  serious  handicap  to  auditing  work  and  hold  up  clearance 
operations  from  1980  onwards.  It  was  agreed  at  the  EAGGF  Committee 
meeting  on  11  January  1980,  on  the  basis  of  this  proposed  timetable,  that 
as  from  the  1979  financial  year  clearance declarations  would  be  submitted 
by  July  of  the  following  year  at  the  Latest  so  that  they  could  be  examined 
after filing  and  distribution,  from  September  onwards.  If  the  documents 
could  not  be  sent  in  final  official  form  by  that  date,  they  would  be 
submitted  unofficially and  the official declaration made  by  1  September. 
Although  only  three  Member  States managed  to  keep  the  first deadline, 
most  of  them  met  the  second;  this  represented  a  marked  improvement  (see 
Table  11). (4) 
- 42  -
8.3.2.  Y~riiis~!i2~ 
Documentary  verifications  and  inspection visits began  at  the  end 
of 1980  for  the  two  years  together  and,  in  view  of  the  work  still 
to  be  done  on  clearances  for  previous  years,  will  continue  through-
out  1981. 
8.4.  Consequences  of  judgments  given  by  the  Court  of Justice 
In  judgments  delivered on  25  November  1980,  14  January  1981  and 
17  January 1981  in  Cases  820/79,  819/79 and  1251/791,  the  Court 
endorsed  the  Commission's  position  in  the  1973  clearance operation 
that  "freight  prepaid" bills of  Lading  could  not  be  accepted as 
proof  of arrival  in  the  case  of differentiated  refunds,  that 
control  agencies  should  have  prior notice of  skimmed  milk  powder 
denaturing,  and  that  storage contracts must  conform  to  Community 
rules  in order  to  confer  entitlement  to aid  for  the  Long-term 
storage and  relocation of  table wine.  Since  these  issues  were 
similar  to  several  raised  in  connection  with  the  1974  and  1975 
clearances,  the  Commission  will  apply  to  these  the  same  princip-
Les  as  in 1973. 
1  See  Ninth  Financial  Report,  point  8.1.4. - 43  -
TITLE  V 
FINANCING  OF  COMMUNITY  FOOD  AID  FOR  PRODUCTS 
FALLING  UNDER  COMMON  ORGANIZATIONS 
9.1.  Main  features  of  Community  food  aid  programmes 
9.1.1.  Introduction 
The  Community's  1980  food  aid  programmes,  adopted  at  the  end  of  May  1980, 
made  available  to  recipient  countries and  organizations  a  total of  150,000 
tonnes  of  skimmed  milk  powder,  45,000  t  of butteroil,  720,500  t  of  cereals 
and  7,200  t  of  sugar. 
To  relieve specific  emergencies  in  a  number  of  non-member  countries  it 
was  decided  to  provide  further  food  aid  in  the  form  of  2,498.28  t  of 
pigmeat,  6,131.196  t  of  red  kidney  beans  and  2,835  t  of  colza  oil. 
On  31  December  1980,  there  were  still some  300,000  t  of  cereals,  127,000  t 
of  skimmed  milk  powder,  33,961  t  of  butteroil  and  7,200  t  of  sugar  remai-
ning  from  the  1980  and  earlier programmes. 
Apart  from  Community  food  aid  proper,  mention  should  be  made  of  the 
Member  State's annual  contributions  for  1980  under  the  1971  Food  Aid 
Convention,  amounting  to some  568,500  t  of  cereals  (national  aid  commit-
ments),  to  which  should  be  added  various  amounts  of  non-Convention aid. 
All  af  this aid  was  financed  in  whole  or  in  part  by  the  Community. 
Amounts,  equal  to  the  export  refunds,  were  charged  to  the  EAGGF  Guarantee 
budget,  the equivalent  of  the  aid  in  terms  of  world  prices  being  charged 
either  to  Chapter  92  (Community  aid)  or  to  national  budgets  (national  aid 
both  under  and  outside  the  Convention). 
This  section only  deals  with  expenditure  under  Chapter  92  of  the  budget 
of  the  European  Communities,  with  the  exception of  Items  9250  <expendi-
ture under  the  Convention  between  the  Community  and  UNRWA),  9260  (excep-
tional  implementing  measures)  and  9261  (quality  control  of  products 
provided  as  food  aid),  these being  items  administered  by  another  depart-
ment  (the  Directorate-General  for  Development). - 44  -
The  financial  data  also do  not  take  account  of  15  direct  payments 
totalling  22,285,000  ECU  provisionally  made  from  Chapter  92  (Food 
Aid)  by  Council  Decision of  May  1980  in order  to  meet  an  immediate 
financial  aid  requirement  for  Kampuchea  and  Zimbabwe. 
Chapter  92's  initial allocation  was  made  up  again  on  17  September 
1980  by  a  transfer  from  Chapter  95,  which  thus  became  the  ultimate 
source  of  the  payments  in question. 
9.1.2.  Mobilization  procedure 
Products  to  be  supplied  under  food  aid  programmes  are  normally 
obtained  from  common  organization  resources. 
As  a  rule,  mobilization  takes  the  form  of  a  tendering  procedure, 
whether  the  products  come  from  public  intervention stocks  or  are 
bought  on  the  Community  market.  In  the  former  case  the  caLL  for 
tenders  applies  to  transportation and  any  processing  required,  in 
the  Latter  to  the  value  of  the  goods  plus  the other  costs  mentioned. 
In  very  rare  cases,  mobilization  consists  of  purchasing  the 
products  on  the  Community  or  world  market  by  private  contract 
(emergencies,  non-availability on  the  Community  market,  etc.). 
The  stage  to  which  Community  financing  extends  is either f.o.b., 
c.i.f. or  free  at destination within  the  recipient  country, 
depending  on  the  terms  Laid  down  by  the  Council  when  adopting 
annual  programmes  or  individual  schemes. - 45  -
9.1.3.  Food  aid  supplied 
The  table  below  gives  approximate  figures  for  the  food  aid  supplied 
in 1980. 
TABLE  12 
Products  1980  Earlier  Various  TOTAL  Programme  Programmes 
Cereals  (wheat  402,750  254,900  657,650 
equivalent) 
Butteroil  17,800  26,600  44,400 
Skimmed  milk  54,200  89,800  144,000 
powder 
Sugar  6,086  6,086 
Pigmeat  2,498  2,498 
Red  kidney  beans  6,131  6,131 
Colza  oil  2,835  2,835 
9.1.4.  Payments 
Payments  for  food  aid  are made  by  the  intervention agencies  on 
presentation of  the  required  documents  by  the  successful  tenderer. 
In  the  case  of  products  bought  on  the  world  market,  however, 
payments  were  made  direct  by  the  Commission.  The  necessary  funds 
under  Chapter  92  are made  available  to  Member  States  on  the 
monthly  advance  system,  following  a  procedure  similar  to  used  for 
Guarantee  Section  funds. - 46  -
9.2.  Cash  position 
9. 2.1.  Advances 
2 
The  monthly  advances  requested  by  Member  States and  approved  by  the  Com-
mission  totalled  288,698,949.11  ECU  in  the  1980  financial  year  <see  An-
nex  19,  column  (b)). 
The  table  below  gives  a  breakdown  among  the  Member  States  of  the  advances 
approved,  the  expenditure  incurred and  the  rate of utilization of  the 
advances. 
TABLE  13 
Breakdown  and  utilization of  monthly  advances  in  1980 
Member  State  Advances  in  ECU1  Expenditure  to  Utilization  rate 
31.12.80  (2)  (%) 
Belgium  44,207,094.41  45,813,273.30  104 
Denmark  - 5,057,827.57  - 5,274,361.91  104 
Germany  126,333,826.80  93,976,570.36  74 
France  78,544,559.81  78,928,853.84  101 
Ireland  5,378,664.36  3,321,112.57  62 
Italy  29,433,659.59  28,362,266.05  96 
Luxembourg  5,924,609.71  5,037,716.75  85 
Netherlands  10,607,002.56  12,672,100.21  120 
United  Kingdom  25,451,044.98  13,830,303.06  54 
EEC  TOTAL  320,822,634.65  276,667,834.23  86 
Incl.  balance  rema1n1ng  on  31  December  1979  as  given  in  Ninth  Financial 
Report  (year  1979,  p.  82,  Table  A II,  col.  (e)),  totalling 32,123,685.54 
ECU  (ECU  conversion  rates on  20  November  1979) 
Expenditure  declared  by  the Member  States 
A comparison  of  these  figures  with  those  for  the  previous  year  shows  a 
roughly  14.5% increase  in food  aid  expenditure.  The  rate of  utilization 
only differs  by  two  points  from  the  1979  figure  (88  %). 
9.2.2.  Changes  in  the  cash  position 
Annex  19  shows  the  cash  position at  31  December  1980.  The  sum  available 
comes  to  44,154,800.42  ECU  for  the  Community  as  a  whole  (non-adjusted  and 
given  in a  breakdown  by  Member  State).  These  advances  that  had  not  been 
used  by  the  Member  States  by  31  December  1980  have  been  adjusted  to  reflect 
the  ECU  conversion  rates applicable  to  advances  in January  1981  (Annex  19, 
column  (e)). - 47  -
This  book-keeping operation  has  no  effect on  the balance of  the  food  aid 
accounts  which  are  kept  in national  currencies  by  the  Member  States. 
9.3.  Administration of  appropriations 
9.3.1.  Total  appropriations  available  in  1980 
The  appropriations  available  (see  Annex  21)  were,  in  ECU 
- carried  forward  from  1979  because  of 
deferred  implementation  of  some  food 
aid  schemes  137,099,239.40 
- new  appropriations  in 1980  budget  389,844,000.00 
TOTAL  appropriations  available and  committed  526,943,239.40 
============== 
9.3.2.  Payments 
(a)  Expenditure  declared  by  the  Member  States 
Table  13  and  Annexes  19,  20  and  21  give  expenditure as  declared  by 
the  Member  States,  totalling 276,667,834.23  ECU1. 
The  amounts  charged  to  the  budget  in  1980  will  not  necessarily  be  the 
same  as  those  in  the  final  accounts  to be  shown  subsequently  in  the 
Commission's  clearance decisions. 
The  differences  between  the  advances  approved  and  actual  expenditure 
represent  the  balances  remaining  on  31  December  1980. 
These  balances  are  considered  as  advances  for  1981  and  Member  States 
may  accordingly  use  them  to  meet  expenditure  incurred  in  1981. 
(b)  Direct  payments 
Apart  from  the  advances  paid  to  intervention agencies  in  the  Member 
States,  the  Commission  has  - as  in the  past  - made  a  number  of  direct 
payments  to  certain  recipient  countries  and  agencies  as  contributions 
towards  the  cost  of  transporting  and  distributing food  aid supplies. 
A number  of  contracts  were  also  concluded  through  the  Commission  for 
purchases  of  food  on  the  world  market  and  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section 
made  the  relevant  payments. 
1  The  0.01  ECU  difference  between  the  totals in  the  tables  is due  to  rounding. - 48  -
Total  direct  payments  in  1980  came  to 37,151,343.22  ECU  (see  Annex 
21). 
The  table  below  gives  the  breakdown  among  recipients. 
Recipients 
India 
Chad 
Ethiopia 
Nicaragua 
Somalia 
Jamaica 
UNHCR  (various) 
Bangladesh 
WFP  (various) 
Sudan 
Catholic  Committee 
(Kampuchea) 
Zambia 
Tanzania 
El  Salvador 
CICR  (Kampuchea) 
NGO  (various) 
LICROSS  (various) 
UNRWA  (various) 
TOTAL 
TABLE  14 
Direct  payments 
in  ECU 
2,697,423.14 
24,666.98 
523,696.47 
7,596,110.11 
536,209.97 
684.56 
314,183.82 
3,544,355.87 
17,247,402.04 
124,377.53 
354,384.47 
775,027.68 
48,799.08 
18,230.48 
55,240.00 
2,438,828.51 
39,340.00 
812,382.51 
37,151,343.22 - 49  -
9.3.3.  Charging  to  the  budget 
The  amounts  of  expenditure declared  by  the Member  States  are,  in 
principle,  charged  as  a  global  sum  to  the  budget  every  month, 
while direct  expenditure  by  the  Commission  is  charged  on  a  case-
by-case basis. 
The  1980  budget  contained  a  separate  heading  (Items  9240  and 
9241)  for  transport  costs  beyond  the  f.o.b.  stage  (this  being  an 
innovation  compared  with  previous  budgets). 
The  Commission  staff separated  costs  to  the  f.o.b.  stage  from 
maritime  freight  charges  on  the  basis of  information  in their 
possession. 
As  from  the  1981  financial  year,  the  Member  States will distin-
guish  between  the  two  amounts  themselves  in their  monthly  expen-
diture declarations. 
9.~.4.  Transfers 
During  the  1980  financial  year,  it was  necessary  to transfer 
funds  within  Chapter  92  to adjust  the  amounts  available  under 
each  item  to  requirements  as  they  emerged  from  the Member  States' 
monthly  expenditure declarations,  from  payments  in  respect  of  aid 
for  which  the  relevant  item  only  contained  a  token  entry,  or  from 
estimates  of  the  implementation of  1980  and  earlier programmes  in 
1981. - 50  -
The  table  below  summarizes  the  transfers  effected 
TABLE  15  TRANSFERS 
ECU 
Item  Budget  Transferred  Reason  appropriation  amounts 
9200  4,997,000  +  10,993,833.74  Expenditure  by  Member  States 
(1980) 
9201  81,282,000  :  +  7,006,166.26  Estimated  expenditure  1981 
9202  149,000  :  +  3,918,066.35  Expenditure  by  Member  States 
(October,  November,  December 
1980) 
9212  9,700,000  :  +  293,237.62  Expenditure  by  Member  States 
(December  1980) 
9213  67,835,000  :  +  6,006,762.38  Estimated  expenditure  1981 
9220  p.m.  :  +  2,250,000.00  Expenditure  by  Member  States 
(1980) 
9221  1,  779,000  :  +  350,000.00  Extra  shipment  of  sugar 
(1 ,000  tonnes) 
9230  p.m.  :  +  400,000.00  Algeria  - chickpeas 
+  230,000.00  Malta  - pigmeat 
+  3,900,000.00  Nicaragua  - beans 
:  +  130,059.83  Expenditure  by  Member  States 
(December  1980) 
9203  29,780,000  :  - 3,918,066.35 
9210  24,718,000  .  350,000.00 
9211  109,955,000  :  - 910,059.83 
9241  52,164,000  - 30,300,000.00 
- 0  -
9.4.  Appropriations  carried  forward  to  1981 
Under  the  1977  Financial  Regulation,  the  1980  budget  appropriations 
were  committed  as  soon  as  the  programmes  were  adopted  by  the  Council. 
Accordingly,  appropriations  committed  in 1980  which  did  not  Lead  to 
payments  were  automatically  carried  over  to  1981.  The  amount 
involved  was  213,077,505.86  ECU. - 51  -
9.5.  Closure  of  accounts 
9.5.1.  Verification 
A detailed  statement  of  expenditure is  drawn  up  for  each  food  aid 
measure  by  the  intervention agency  concerned  in the  form  prescribed 
by  the  Financial  Regulations. 
These  documents  are  thoroughly  checked  on  receipt  against  inform-
ation  in  the  possession  of  the  Commission,  in particular in 
respect  of  intervention  prices,  tender  prices  and  the  amounts  of 
refunds. 
This  scrutiny is  followed  by  visits  to  the  paying  agencies. 
9.5.2.  Clearance  of  accounts 
The  Commission  staff  continued  in  the  course  of  the  1980  finan-
cial  year  with  their efforts  to  complete  earlier  clearance opera-
tions.  EAGGF  officials  spent  66  days  verifying  expenditure  on 
the  spot  at  the  Luxembourg,  Belgian,  French,  Netherlands  and 
Italian  intervention agencies  in  respect  of  1976  and  1977  and  at 
the  Irish,  United  Kingdom  and  Danish  agencies  in  respect  of  1977, 
1978  and  1979. 
By  taking  two  financial  years  at  a  time it is  hoped  to  make  good 
the  present  delay  (about  five  years)  in  clearing  accounts  over 
the  next  few  years  (see  page  38). A N N E X E S - 52  bis -
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68 ANNEX  I 
SUMMARY  OF  IMPLEMENTATION  FOR  THE  1980  FINANCIAL  YEAR 
Appropriations  m ECU  Implementation 
A.  1980  appropriations  C.  Commitments 
1.  Initial appropriations  11,507.5  1.  Appropriations  avaiLable 
2.  Transfer  1  - 2.3  2.  Sum  not  committed 
3.  Appropriations  avaiLable  11,505.2  3.  Total  commitments 
4.  Remainder  from  total  commit-
ments  <released) 
5.  Commitments  allocated 
B.  1979  appropriations  0  D.  Payments 
1.  Total  sum  allocated 
2.  Payments 
3.  Automatic  carryover 
4.  Appropriations  Lapsed 
TOTAL  11,505.2  TOTAL 
-- ---~--
1 Transferred to  Item  8312 
m ECU 
11,505.2 
31.9 
11,473.3 
158.1 
11,315.2 
11,315.2 
11,306.2 
9.0 
190.0 
11,505.2 
V1 
LN ITEM 
CEREALS 
REFUNDS 
Genera 1 refunds 
Refunds  on  food  aid,  1980 
Refunds  on  food  aid  under  preceding 
programmes 
I  NTERVENfl ON,  VARIOUS 
Premi urns  for incorporation  of  cerea 1  s 
In  animal  feed 
Production  refunds  for potato starch 
Other  production  refunds 
Production  aid for durum  wheat 
Other  intervention 
STORAGE  INTERVENTION 
Carryover  payments 
Costs  of  fi nancl ng  pub 1  i c  storage 
Technical  costs  of  public  storage 
Other  costs of  public  storage 
Special  intervention measures 
Other  intervention measures 
RICE 
ANNEX  2 
Expenditure  charged  for the  1980  financial  year  m ECU 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  luxem- Netherlands  United  Commu- EEC  Total-
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v.~n"'  n,f"ltQ  0,11 '5A  ",  ~&  7  ~b,'IO'I  U, l'JU  0,1'40  o;e, 131 
I 
. \J1  ..,.. ITEM 
REFUNDS 
General  refunds 
Refunds  on  food  aid,  1980 
Refunds  on  food  aid  unter pre-
c edl ng  programmes 
INTERVENTION/RICE 
MILK  AND  MILK  PRODUCTS 
RefunAs 
General  refunds 
Refunds  on  food  aid  for  skimmed 
milkpowder,1980 
Refunds  on  food  aid  for  butter 
oi 1,  1980 
Refunds  on  food  aid  for  skimmed 
ANNEX  2 
Expenditure  charged  for the  1980  financial  year  m ECU 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Luxem- Netherlands  United  Commu- EEC  Total 
·-------------------------------------------------------------------~~U~J---------------~~2~~~--~~!t~------------
O,U5!  O,Otq  n,Jq&  -o, o  111 
0,051  0,0\9  0,39&  -0,018 
0,753  0,041  0,405 
305,&&7  3&5,5&4  1299,238  '19~,355  304,286 
20&,0~0  254,278  429,470  555,833  212,&12 
43,80'1 
34,714 
0,803 
a,2'1i! 
13,100 
0,097  0,040 
O,U97  0,040 
0,043 
•1 1 123  )0,970  IU79,7'12  395,225 
19,053  1 ,84&  878,332  142,497 
44,3'14 
35,300 
0,803 
8,2'1i! 
14,342 
4.751,975 
2.745,'142 
·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2\7,008  240,9<;1')  351 .. 530  534,170  211.779  19,053  3.!'54  872.721>  133,4&2  2.587,832 
2, 373  ~.1&7  0,288  0,073  0,050  u,un  '1,427 
2,870  2,857  U0 294  &,021 
9,1&0  0,035  3h, 2n  2,485  0,8'11>  0,317  \,822  1,70'1  52,721 
mi 1  k powder  under  preceding  programmes 
Refunds  on  food  aid  for  butter oil  17' 47'1  Q,293  32,~05  1&,033  -0.135  3,&32  3,708  7,32&  89,'141 
under  preceding  programmes 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- INTERVENTION/SKIMMED  MILK  45,026  8Q,QQ3  ~07,832  39'1,807  &8,'118  •51.513  0,820  1&9,063  77,827  1.302,245 
·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Aid  for  skimmed  milk  powder 
for calves 
1'1,'105  R,Z3!  ZQ6,15&  30'1,837  12.03()  1,505  0,940  112,572  14,37&  725,052 
Aid  for  skimmed  milk  powder  for ani-
mal s  other  than  ca 1  ves 
n,070  o,nq8  0,04&  2,909  1.147  4,869 
Aid  for liquid  skimmed  milk  for  9,507  37,Ro9  51,434  2,Q&q  o, 37&  o,c39  0,052  t.  395  0,9'14  !C4,81'$ 
calves 
Aid  for  iiquid  skimmed  milk  feed  for  15,727  z11,•zt  ij7,481  2,111,  .>!,828  3,'163  O,Ol4  3,971  52,503  2\&,b&S 
ani rna 1  s  other  than  ca 1  ves 
Aid  for processing  into  easel n  '1, 'ISO  ""· 7!1  at,ooz  J5, I q4  4<>,<8'1  ~.&4l  230,tQ~ 
V1 
V1 ITEM 
Private storage 
Costs  of  financing  public  storage 
Technical  costs of  public  storage 
Other  costs of  pub] ic  storage and  special 
disposal  measures 
Other  intervention 
INTERVENTION/BUTTER  AND  CREMI 
Private storage 
Costs  of  financing  public  storage 
Technical  costs of  pub] ic  storage 
Other  costs of  public  storage  and  special 
measures 
Absorption  of  butterfat surplus 
Othe~ intervention 
INTERVENTION/OTHER  MILK  PRODUCTS 
Storage  of  cheese 
Distrlbuti on  of  school  milk 
Other  i nterventl on 
Other  measures  In  the  milk  and  milk 
products  sector 
Non-marketing  prem I  urns  (Guarantee 
Section  Share) 
Other  measures 
financial  participation  by  milk 
producers 
Expenditure  to  promote  the  expansion 
of  the  market  in milk  and  milk  products 
Market  development 
Distribution of  school  milk 
ANNEX  2 
Expenditure  charged  for the  1980  financial  ,rear  m ECU 
---------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------- Belgium  Denmark  Germany 
0,583  15,59• 
0,21!  4,722 
-o, 40&  -o,oo~  55,658 
15,214  21,188  3!&,690 
4,475  o,sso  !4,359 
h!O"'  n~J-2..4  llOe.~fi\_ 
1,229  O,Oqll  2&,413 
2.32&  t,7qq  224,&91 
5,474  1~.~22  10,927 
0,&20  0, B42  &,'12'1 
0,620  0,~42  1>,'12'1 
1,!35  !3,360  52,027 
1,!35  !3,360  52,027 
-7,9~5  -11,5oA  -5R,!70 
<;,&35  2,<1a1  44,45'1 
I ,0 I 3  1,212  ~ ...  77 
1.2ou  1 ,,.~4  !3,1158 
France 
0,003 
0,178 
1,603 
54,959 
!3.  29& 
ttCJ4q 
!,  329 
fl,457 
2'1,928 
A,S28 
6,225 
2. 303 
1&,!63 
16,1&3 
Ireland 
0,0&1 
0,026 
-0,&02 
2&,599 
5.t  7 3 
o,~~a 
0,183 
-l.t  49 
22.!34 
0,162 
0,1"2 
4,990 
4,9'10 
-53,177  -12,1"6 
tn.~43  3,175 
~.13';  o,•nu 
o,&US  0.324 
ItalY  Luxem- Netherlands  United 
bourg  Kl ngdom 
0,051 
tJ,721  U1 017 
-57,962  -0,270 
tS,4QQ 
0,!50 
0,002 
O,OrJI 
0,640 
14,702 
17,98! 
!7,721 
0,261 
2,&53 
0.233 
0.1!9 
0,0'12 
I,  347 
0,8&! 
0,009 
0,009 
0,!'10 
0,1'10 
•11,4'1'1  -0,565 
'1,359  0,016 
.. ,977 
0.521  0,016 
0,!70 
0,0&5 
-U,052  -0,068 
4B,co5  !46,051 
tc.209  2,952 
t.  957  &. 311 
l,q4q  4,472 
30,787  2'1,2011 
1, H07  !03,110 
u,9n  tO, 731 
0,997  tO, 731 
7,004  28,538 
7,ooq  28,538 
-29,cH  -3A,348 
S,qOS  27,'1.!7~ 
0,943  5,830 
1,9'16  21,462 
Commu- EEC  Tota 1 
nity 
16,661 
5,938 
-2,152 
607,0'56 
53,3'17 
52,730 
35,257 
2'18,!07 
207,565 
46,7'18 
23,946 
22,853 
123,~27 
123,427 
-222,8'15 
109,402 
26,&58 
45,707 
V1 
"' ITEM 
i}i sposal  of  butter fat 
Improvement  of  milk  quality 
Other  measures 
OILS  AND  FATS 
Refunds/01 ive  oil 
I  nterventi on/Olive  Oi 1 
Produl:ti on  aId 
Consumption  aid 
Spec! a1  consumer  schemes 
Special  consumer  schemes 
Storage 
Other  intervention 
(aid  set aside) 
(spending) 
REFUNDS/COLZA;  RAPE  AND  SUNFLOWER 
SEEDS 
INTERVENTION/COLZA;  RAPE  AND  SUNFLOWER 
SEEDS 
Production  aid 
Storage 
Other  intervention 
I  nterventl on/other  seeds  (CCT  12.01) 
Aid  for cotton seed 
Aid  for  soya  seed 
Aid  for flax  seed 
Belgium 
:s. 174 
0,20'1 
4,03'1 
-0,001 
-0,002 
0,001 
c!,&nz 
2.&04 
-0,0~2 
1, 438 
1,4]6 
~ 
Expenditure  charged  for the 1980  financial  year 
- -- - --- ----
Denmark 
o,Oa5 
5,0&& 
5,0&1 
I,  "in~ 
~.55'1 
n,l'lo"i 
n,ru~ 
Germany 
23,132 
I, 4'13 
13'1, 397 
-0,004 
13'1, 400 
13'1. 35& 
n,oq~ 
France 
0,102 
13'5,737 
o,ou 
2,05& 
0,731 
0,721 
-0,034 
0,&17 
3,434 
1!&,50~ 
111,440 
5,0&~ 
.~.728 
&,25'1 
7,GbCJ 
Ire! and 
0,0'15 
1,787 
ItalY 
3,8&1 
333,8&1> 
Q""f.I_O~ 
315,'133 
237. 123 
51,400 
-3,52& 
20,512 
9,923 
16,221 
16,i!21 
0.211 
v.t  7'1 
0,008 
luxem-
bourg 
Nether! ands  United 
Kingdom 
2,Q5& 
O,UO'I 
8,838 
0,313 
7,&52 
7,524 
U,\2'1 
tJ,673 
U,t17l 
0,151> 
0,479 
&O,IbO 
o.na" 
0,202 
0,212 
-0,010 
5'1,'152 
5'1,7'14 
0,!511 
Commu-
nity 
0,186 
0,111& 
0,18& 
m ECU 
EEC  Total 
i!'I,O'I7 
7,'139 
&87,28'1 
DeQl,'l 
317,876 
237,854 
52,332 
-3,570 
o, 1&6 
20,512 
10,561 
3,  744 
34'1,396 
340,440 
8,'155 
1&,2'55 
0,!79 
&,21>7 
"·  7115 
l.n 
-..J ITEM 
Aid  for other oi 1  seeds 
Aid for degerming  maize 
SUGAR 
REFUNDS/SUGAR,  I  SOGLUCOSE 
Genera 1 refunds 
Refunds  on  food  aid,  1980 
Refurds  on  food  aid  unter preceding 
programmes 
INTERVENTION/SUGAR 
Denaturing  premiums 
Refunds  for  use  in  chemical  Industry 
Reimbursement  of  storage costs 
Pub 1  i c  storage 
Measures  for sugar  produced  in  French 
overseas  departments 
Sugar  import  s~bsidy 
Other  intervention 
BEEF  AND  VEAL 
REFUNDS 
General  refunds 
~ 
Expenditure  charged  for the  1980  financial  year  m ECU 
·~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Luxem- Netherlands  United  Commu- EEC  Total 
bourg  Kingdom  nlty 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0,024  0,024 
63,416  1&,&30  132,838  244,824  b, 710  35,1>04  4U,732  34,385  575,2Di! 
'lS-...  !.~?:  ~Q!t  S.~,::.!l~  1~~?1!1:  ... _;>?~  1_'1~4"&  ~.  V•L  ze&,zz• 
45,7'17  6,07!  5'1,71'1  1411,787  3,2i!i!  1'1,41>8  3,1&1  i!ll&,i!Zfo 
17,&21  10,55'1  73,11'1  '1&,037  3,547  35,1>04  21,2&4  31,224  28!1,976 
1,1>&5  1,1  5~  0,018  0,221  O,Obl  3,124 
0,014  0,121  n,635  0,41>2  0,072  U,b44  0,1>82  2,t.2'1 
17,&07  10,43R  70,1ll'l  84,501  3,529  35,533  20,399  29,7&4  272,589 
9,'117  0,717  10,1134 
1b,S42  sq,Q 17  3\'l,&lh  ?'1'1,&7&  2!2,b24  202,725  127,8'15  IIJ,81b  1.3&3, 311 
13,174  'lli,0711  211,'l3R  1j4,553  1~1.815  4&, '102  103,'lh7  JiJ,52'1  715,5118 
13,774  ta!I,OJQ  211,'l3R  1 S4,553  1~1,315  4.b,'lfl2  103,'1& 7  3~.  5.!4  715,548 
IJ1 
00 ITEM 
Refunds  on  food  aid,  1980 
Intervention/Storage 
Private storage 
Costs  of  financing  public  storage 
Technical  costs  of  public  storage 
Other  costs of  public  storage 
Other  intervention 
Aid  for  social  security recipients 
Premiums  for  order] y market! ng  and 
slaughter of  adult cattle 
Calving  premiums 
Suckler  cow  premiums 
Other  intervention 
PIGMEAT 
REFUNDS 
I  NTERV£fHI ON 
EGGS/POUt TRYMEA T 
REFUNDS  ON  EGGS 
~ 
Expenditure  charged  for the  1980  financial  year  m ECU 
----------------------------------------- Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Luxem- Netherlands  United  Commu- EEC  Total 
bourg  Kingdom  nity  6-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.7~8  15,056  107,636  133, 34'1  110,808  78,120  23,'100  32,432  504,069 
·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2. 717  0,'125  !0,'146  8,6'11  2,54'1  &,377  loiS!  'j,!&J  3!1,5110 
!,'164  1!,306  !0,8(3  13,oao  1>,270  2.!61  3,3211  48,922 
3,807  1~.21>0  20,08&  26,531  !0,120  4,0'13  &,931  8'1,82'1 
-0,009  ~.359  67,064  '13,75'1  68,687  55,352  1&.495  17,010  321>,733 
0,287  0,042  22,773  77,704.  0,02'1  42,Rb0  143,&'1• 
-0,074  23,696  23,6Z2 
17,704  17,704 
0,287  0, 116  2;?,771  0,02'1  19, !b4  42, 31>& 
5.7~1  1>3,337  10,772  5,~92  0,53&  1!,243  16,050  2,0S7  us,&3a 
!,8'15  61,310  6,'188  3,867  0,511  2,58'1  !2,&~1  1,730  91,570 
3,856  2,027  3,78~  2,021>  0,0;>5  8,653  3,HU  0,327  24,01>& 
2,4•3  /j 1  t Q7  ..,, 'l(i'l  qf},,.86  0,041  o, I&IJ  !7,2~8  3,601  85,4'14 
v,o2&  'l,3~9  4  .~ ~~  l ,•J8Q  0,1•3  q,Tf-2  0,61'1  17,507 
l.n 
-o ITEM 
REFUNDS  ON  POULTR't'MEAT 
FRUIT/VEGETABLES 
REFUNDS 
Refunds  on  fresh fruit and  veg. 
Refunds  on  products  processed  from 
fruit and  vegetables 
'  I 
IN TERVENT ION/Fresh  fruIt  and 
tables 
Ill thdrawa 1 and  buyIng-in 
ProcessIng  and  di strl  buti on 
Promotion  of  citrus fruits 
Processing  of  citrus fruits 
Other  Intervention 
vega-
INTERVENTION/PROCESSED  PRODUCTS 
Aid  for  tinned pineapple 
Premiums  for the processing  of  fruit 
and  vegetables 
Other  lnterventl on 
WINE 
REFUNDS 
~ 
~zcg  ~~~i-t~:~_  :~a~~~~  _f_o: _  !~:  ~  ~~~  _f_l ~~~:  ~  a_l_ !~~~  m  ECU 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Luxem- Netherlands  United  Commu- EEC  Total 
---------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~--------------~~2~~---~~!~------------
1,857  1,~1~  ~.030  3'1,79&  0,041  0,018  7,50&  2,'122  67,'11111 
8,755  0,710  26,17  Q  97,097  a, 105  53'1.367  12.&80  I ,8]1  687.311 
0,091  0,522  0,402  '1,832  0,010  28.773  !,070  0,571>  41,276 
0,070  0,465  0,370  '1,'514  27,964  0,9&1  3'1,344 
0,021  o,057  0,032  0,318  0,0!0  0,810  0,109  0,57&  1,932 
6,'530  13,302  1&,512  0,0'15  108,703  '1,2110  1,255  1'55,676 
6,530  9,357  1&,204  0,0'15  411,&14  9,280  !,255  '11,335 
3,904  0,0011  ],952 
0,300  !0,407  10,707 
49,&112  49,682 
2,!3Q  0,18~  13,070  70,753  40!,8'11  2,330  490,366 
6,250  6,C!50 
2.134  n,lae  13,070  &4,50J  401,891  2,]30  484, 1llo 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0,003  0,2Q';  1&3,025  13&,218  2'1'1,490 
0,003  0,083  4,b0\  21,029  2&, 37& 
0. 
0 ITEM 
INTERVENTION 
Private  storage aid 
Aid  for re-storage of  table  wines 
Distill  at  I on 
Aid  for wine  musts 
Other  i nterventl on 
Other  expenditure 
TOBACCO 
REFU~DS 
INTERVENTION 
Premi urns 
Storage 
Other  intervention 
ALCOOL 
REFUNDS 
INTERVENTION 
OTHER  COMMON  ORGAN I  ZA Tl ONS 
INTERVENTION  FIBRE  FLAX  AND  HEMP 
Production  aid/Fibre flax 
Belgium 
4,1'5'1 
4,15'1 
4 ,I  o;q 
7rlli(J 
I,  '5!0 
I,  Sb 1 
~ 
Expenditure  charged  for  the  1980  financial  year 
Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland 
0,1&2  15~,311 
ll,I04  '53,38& 
o,nos  4,217 
o,nsJ  100,720 
-0,064 
0,052 
0,053 
O,Ot4  21,&27  9! ,&42 
n,n14  0,294 
21,  ~34  9! ,&42 
21 '334  91 ,&42 
12, 
111 ~:>0  1~.ne~  43,0ca7  0.207 
n,oo~  .~.3'14 
n,oo~  II,  '517 
Italy 
114,589 
17.,'117 
o, 725 
'13,&'13 
1,757 
0,497 
!9!,8&8 
4,141 
187,727 
157,737 
29,4117 
u,S04 
10,2'58 
U,b7& 
u,&'55 
Lux em- Nether] ands 
bourg 
u,ou 
0,011 
0,0?4  20,.!03 
1,074 
1,10.S 
United 
Kingdom 
b 3 ,3'19 
0,14'1 
o, t•'~ 
Commu-
-nity 
m  ECU 
EEC  Total 
273,0&2 
71,40& 
4,9411 
194,4&& 
t,6•n 
0,54't 
0,0'53 
309,321 
4,460 
304,11&1 
274,871 
29,487 
0,504 
1&'1,334 
1&,634 
14,9'15 
~ Ald  set aside for publicity 
Production  aid for  hemp 
Storage  of  fibre flax and  hemp 
SEEDS 
HOPS 
SILKWORMS 
DR I  ED  FODDER 
POTAtoES 
SHEEPMEA T 
PEAS  AND  FIELD  BEANS 
OTHER 
REFUNDS  ON  GOODS  OBTAINED  FROM  PROCESSING 
AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS 
ALL  SECTORS 
MCAs  paid  on  intra-community  trade 
·~·'EX  2 
Expenditure  charged  for the 1980  financial  year  m ECU 
------- ---------------- ------------~ 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Luxem- Netherlands  United  Commu- EEC  Total 
bourg  Kingdom  nity 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -0,03&  -0,02'1  -0,0&5 
1,1182  0,022  1,'104 
o. 76'1  7,'128  1,'102  7,45&  0,08&  2,847  0,022  5,07&  S,'l&t  32,048 
0 .I~&  4,437  0,!7'1  0,014  1, 3&4  &,180 
Q.+l!!.t  n,ev_~  0,333 
0, 1~4  4,184  2,B52  17, '135  O, 10&  4,2&4  2,&34  !,314  33,453 
53,470  53,470 
q,qqq  0,748  2,R'I3  4,0&5  2,14'1  0,002  !1,516  I ,!43  27,01& 
15,!54  2&,615  30,0&8  24,7'1'1  17,522  !8,300  0,058  53,b77  35,0&2  221,25& 
553,271  ~14,4'16  2335,007  2A~7,76?  5~3,655  171'1,778  11 1 407  l~bd,Oh3  P4~,442  12,'1&5  10.'1'13,&47 
u,on1  •O,f'IU';  o.un  0,021  O,OQ4 
"'  1\J ITEM 
MCAs  on  agri c. trade 
Intra-community  MCAs 
MCAs  on  imports  paid  or  levied  by  importing 
Member  States 
MCAs  on  imports  paid  by  exporting  Member 
States for  importing  Member  States 
MCAs  on  exports paid  or  levied  by  exporting 
Member  States 
MCAs  on  EXTRA-COMMUNITY  TRADE 
PORTION  OF  MCAS  PAID  ON  IMPORTS  OVER  AND 
ABOVE  LEVY 
MCAs  PAID  ON  EXPORTS 
SUB-TOTAL  MCAS 
ALL  SECTORS  PLUS  MCAS 
FISHERIES 
AN~El  2 
Expenditure  charged  for  the  1980  financial  year 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Lux em- Nether] ands  United 
bourg  Kingdom 
27,323  20,4&6  144,&87  18,811  20,007  -14,0&3  0,237  98,204  -17,150 
9,987  20,4&6  -34,~7'5  18,808  20,007  -14,22&  0,097  '5&,&14  -21,225 
-18,073  -286,029  21,983  0,02&  0,373  -0,347  -22,584  -32,'148 
10,141  211,466  2'1,803  59,004  20,124  0,033  29,910  1,412 
17,920  221,651  -&2,17'1  -0,142  -14,598  0,411  49,2811  10,312 
\1,33&  17'1,262  o,oo·2  0,163  0,140  41o59U  o,075 
0,002  0,163  4,075 
17 ,33&  17'1,262  0,140  41,590 
27,3~0  20,4&6  144,h87  18,80~  20,030  -14,042  0,237  9&,204  -17,150 
Commu-
nity 
m  ECU 
EEC  Total 
298,523 
55,955 
-337,601 
170,893 
222.663 
242.~67 
4,240 
238.128 
298,5&7 
5R0,601  h34,9&2  247q,~93  2A86,'5b7  SR3,6A'5  1705,73&  ll,b44  !S67,0~7  ~29,292  t2,9b'5  11.292,213 
u,&fl2  1,2'5~  l,n&2  2 .12!l  1 ,IJ~O  4, u'H  b. 17d  o,&S&  22,9'i9 
I 
"'  l.N ITEM 
REFUNDS 
INTERVENTION 
Iii thdrawa 1  s  and  buying-in 
Private storage  aid 
Other  intervention 
GRAND  TOTAL 
CORtECTED  GRAND  TOTAL 
1 
ANNEX  2 
ExpendHure  charged  for  the  1980  financial  year  m ECU 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Lux em- Netherlands  United  Commu- EEC  Total 
-----------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~-------------~!~~~0~---~~:x  ____________ _ 
0,10&  0,447  1,213  o,oe5  0,220  5,441  3,885  11,397 
0,4'15  0,808  l ,,q.qq  2,034  0,810  4,057  o, 7 37  o, 771  11,561-
0,4'15  O,PO~  I,  84'1  2,034  0,810  4,057  0, 737  o, 771  11,561 
581,203  63&,2!7  2082,755  2688,&87  5~4,714  1709,7'13  11,&44  1~73,205  833,'148  \2,'165  11.3!5,172 
571,1  615,8  2452,9  2829,7  564,6  1828,0  11,6  1543,3  885,2  13,0  11.315,2 
1 Under  the provisions  of  article 2 bis  of  Regulation  (EEC)  N°  974/71  (see§ 2.4) 
I 
o-
-1'--ANNEX  3 :  EAGGF  GUARANTEE  EXPEND I  lURE  BY  SECTOR 
TYPE  OF  EXPEND I  lURE  1975  1976  1977 
CEREALS  589,3  655,9  629,9 
Refunds  329,9  403,3  365,6 
Intervention,  of  which  :  259,4  252,6  264,3 
- product! on  refunds  90,6  51,2  76,6 
- aid for  duru111  wheat  103,1  82,8  134,8 
- storage  65,0  118,2  52,4 
RICE  3,4  18,4  13,5 
Refunds  2,8  18,2  13,3 
I  nterventl on  0,6  0,2  0,2 
MILK  AND  MILK  PROOUCTS  .193, 7  2.277. 7  2.924,1 
Refunds  331,4  765,6  1.417,4 
Intervention  of  vhich  :  862,3  1.512,1  1.506,7 
-aid for  skimmed  milk  606,8  755,5  853,1 
-storage of  ski••ed milk  55,9  520,4  310,0 
- storage  of  butter  151,2  215,1  274,3 
- di sp osa 1 of  butter  38,6  31,0  81,5 
- financial  participation 
by  mi 1  k producers  - - - 24,1 
- expansion  of  the  markets  - - -
OILS  AND  FATS  187,8  247,1  268,5 
Refunds  0,5  10,3  1,0 
Intervention,  of  which  :  187,3  236,8  267,5 
- aid  for  olive oll  157,7  128,7  161,4 
- aid for colza,  rape  and 
sunflower seeds  28,3  92,8  84,9 
SUGAR  271,2  229,3  598,4 
Refunds  27,8  62,0  409,1 
lnterventl on,  of  which  :  243,4  167,3  189,3 
- reimbursement  of  storage 
costs  94,7  147.7  177,8 
BEEF  AND  VEAL  923,3  615,9  467,7 
Refunds  145,9  133,6  132,1 
Intervention,  of  vh i ch  :  777,4  482,3  335,6 
- public  and  private storage  407,4  347,7  290,5 
- re-stocking preml um  88,1  46,6  41,1 
SHEEPKEAT  - - -
I  nterventi on 
(1) 
1978 
1.112,5  1.563,7 
831,9 
280,6 
117,0 
89,0 
72,3 
17,9  42,9 
16,8 
1,1 
4.014,6  4.527. 5 
1.565,0 
2.449,6 
1.131,7 
682,1 
506,1 
112,8 
- 156,1 
49,9 
324,8  606,0 
0,1 
324,7 
143,6 
131,0 
878,0  939,8 
640,4 
237,6 
227,9 
638,7  748,2 
145,4 
493,3 
413,0 
76,9 
-
--
1979 
1.184,7 
379,1 
143,3 
115,4 
88,9 
41,7 
1,2 
2.087,9 
2.439,6 
1.310,2 
361,1 
475,6 
154,9 
- 94,2 
110,3 
1,2 
604,8 
357,8 
202,3 
685,1 
254,7 
240,0 
270,2 
478,0 
417,2 
60,3 
-
1980 
1.titiY,3 
1.174,7 
494,6 
148,4 
129,0 
- 212,8 
58,7 
44,4 
14,3 
4.  752,0 
2.  71t5,9 
2.006,1 
1.281,6 
20,6 
439,5 
!1.DT16 
- 222,9 
109,4 
687,3 
3,7 
683,4 
290,2 
3.W,4 
575,2 
286,2 
289,0 
272,6 
1.363,3 
715,5 
647,8 
504,1 
77,7 
53,5 
53,5 
I 
0'\ 
"" 
I ~  56,9  29,0  37,3  45,0  104,9  115,6 
Refund:;  40,7  26,7  29,  3  32,2  78,4  91,6 
Intervention  16,2  4,3  8,0  12,8  26,5  24,0 
EGGS  AND  POULTR'IMEAT 
(Refunds)  9,4  15,1  25,6  38,1  79,5  85,5 
FRUIT  AND  VEGETABLES  72,6  185,1  178,2  100,7  442,9  687,3 
Refunds  28,6  43,8  50,0  47,8  34,5  41,3 
Intervention,  of  which  :  44,0  141,3  128,2  52,9  408,4  646,0 
- fresh fruit and  vegetables  44,0  141,3  124,6  49,1  123,  155,1 
- processed  fruit and  vege- - - 3,6  3,8  284,9  490,3 
tables 
WINE  141,3  133,8  89,9  63,7  61,9  299,5 
--,re"funds  0,2  1,5  1  '1  1,6  4,6  26,4 
Intervention,  of  which  :  140,9  129,7  81,3  52,3  57,3  273,1 
- private storage aid  36,5  38,7  35,6  35,3  22.~  71,4 
- distillation  104,4  88,6  44,5  10,9  14,"  194,5 
Ob 1  i gatory  d! still  ati on  of  by-
products  of  wine-making 
0,2  2,6  7,5  9,8  8,9  0,1 
TOBACCO  200,5  185,4  205,2  216,1  225,4  309,3 
~ds  1,3  1,7  4,3  2,7  3,7  4,5 
Intervention  199,2  183,7  200,9  213,4  221,7  304,8 
FISHERIES  10,0  11,0  8,8  15,4  17,0  23,0 
OTHER  PRODUCTS  ( lnterventi on)  I  115,8 
Intervention,  of  which  :  58,8  76,2  56,6  91,2  120,2 
- flax  and  hemp  14,4  20,3  14,5  15,4  17,6  16,8 
- seeds  24,6  24,1  18,1  20,3  30,1  32,0 
- hops  7,8  16,0  9,9  11 '1  10,1  6,2 
- peas  and  field beans  - - - - 15,3  27,0 
- dried  fodder  11,4  15,4  13,8  42,6  46,6  33,5 
- refunds  for  non-annex  II 
processed products  23,9  67,0  136,3  208,5  252,1  221,3 
TOTAL  AGRICULTURAl  EXPENDITURE  3. 742,1  4. 746,9  5~640,0  7. 765,2  9.732,0  ~1.016,7 
Access! on  comp en sa tory 
amounts  444,8  402,0  201,1  27,2  1,1  -
Monetary  compensatory 
708,4  amounts  335,6  433,2  989,3  880,3  298,5 
-c····. 
TOTAL  EXPENDITURE  EAGGF  GUA- .522,5  5.587,1  6.830,4  8.672, 7  10.440,7  1.315,2 
RAN TEE  SECTION 
(1)  The  expenditure  Is  taken  from  the  statements  by  the  Member  States  under  the  system  of  advances  and  charged  to  each  financial  year  In  accordance  with  Article  109  of  the 
Financial  Regulation.  ~ 
I BR£AIIJJOIIN  OF  EXPENDITURE  BY  SECTOR  AND  ECONOMIC  CATEGORY- 1980  FINANCIAL  YEAR  (a) 
ANNEX  4 
-
-T-roT  A:- BREAJ<JJOWN  ACCORDING  TO  ECONOMIC  CATEGORY  OF  OPERA Tl ONS 
EXPORT  INTERVENTION  SECTOR  I  EXPENDITURE 
REFUNDS  STORAGE  (1)  WITHDRAWAL  AND  \PRICE  COMPENSATORY 
SIMILAR  OPERATIONS  MEASURES 
a  b  c  d  e  f 
Cereals  1.669,3  1.174,7  201,7  - 292,9  (2) 
Rice  58,7  44,4  - - 14,3 
Milk products,  of  which:  4.752,0  2.745,9  484,0  - 1.398,7  (3) 
•  skl~med mi 1  k  L612,  7  (1 0) 310,5  20,6  - 1.281,6 
I 
- butter  I  1.811,6  1.164,5  439,5  - 207,6 
Oi 1  s and  fats, of which  :  687,3  3,7  29,5  - 654,1 
-olive on  317,9  - 20,5  - 297,4  I  - colza,  rape  and  sunflower  seeds  353.,0  3,7  9,0  - 340,3 
Sugar  575,2  286,2  272,6  (5)  - 16,4 
Beef  and  veal  1.363,3  715,5  504,1  - 66,0 
Pigmeat  115,6  91,6  24,1  - -
Sheepmea·t  53,5  - - - 53,5 
Eggs  and  p  ou ltrym eat  85,5  85,5  - - -
Fruit and  vegetables  687 73  41,3  - 91,3  554,7  (7) 
\line  299,5  26,4  71,4  195,1  (8)  6,6  (9) 
Tobacco  309,3  4,5  29,5  - 275,3 
Fisheries  23,0  11,4  - 11,6  -
Flax  and  hemp  16,8  - - - 16,8 
Seeds  32,0  - - - 32,0 
Hops  6,2  - - - 6,2 
Sll kworms  0,3  - - - 0,3 
Dried  fodder  33,5  - - - 33,5 
Peas  and  field beans  27,0  - - - 27,0 
Non-Annex  II products  221,3  221,3  - - -
TOTAL  A  11.016,7  5.452,4  1.6[6,9  298,0  3.448,3 
%  100  49,5  14,7  2,7  31,3 
MONETARY  COM PEN SA TORY  AMOUNTS  298,5  242,6  - - 55,9 
-·-
GRAND  TOTAL%  11.315,2  5.695,0  1.616,9  298,0  3.5~~,~  100  50  3  14 j  2 .6 
(a)  For  footnotes  see  next  page 
GUIDANCE 
PREMIUMS 
g 
-
-
123,4  (4) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
77,7  (6) 
-
- - - -
-
-
-
-
- -
-
-
-
201,1 
1,8 
- - -
201 ~~ 
m ECU 
TOTAL 
h=  d+e+f+9 
494,6 
14,3 
2.006,1 
1.302,2 
647,1 
683,6 
317,9 
349,3 
289,0 
647,8 
24,0 
53,5 
-
646,0 
273,1 
304,8 
11,6 
16,8 
32,0 
6,2 
0,3 
33,5 
27,0 
-
5.564,3 
50,5 
55,9 
5.6fg~~ 
I 
0. 
--J Footnotes  to Annex  4 
(1)  Private  and  public  storage.  Details  of  expenditure  on  storage  are  given  in Annex 5. 
(2)  Including  production  refunds  (148.4  m ECU)  & aid  for  durum  wheat  (128.9 m ECU). 
(3)  This  amount  takes  account  of  the  co-responsibility  Levy  charged  (222.9 m ECU). 
(4)  Premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and  for  the  conversion  of  dairy  herds  to  beef 
and  veal  production. 
(5)  Reimbursement  of  private storage  costs. 
(6)  Calving  premiums  to  promote  the  restocking  of  herds. 
(7)  Promotion  of  Community  citrus fruit  (10.7  m ECU)  +processing  of  Community  citrus fruit 
(49.7  m ECU)  +  intervention  in  respect  of  processed  products  (490.4 m ECU). 
(8)  Including  obligatory distillation of  the  by-products  of  wine-making  (0.1  m ECU)  + 
distillation  (194.5  m ECU). 
(9)  Aid  for  the  re-storage of  table  wines  (4.9 m ECU)  and  aid  for  concentrated wine  musts 
(1.7 m ECU). 
(10)  Skimmed  milk  powder. 
"'  00 - 69-
ANNEX  5 
BREAKDOWN  OF  INTERVENTION  IN  RESPECT  OF  STORAGE  COSTS  IN  THE  1980  FINANCIAL  YEAR 
--· 
Ce 
r·li 
Oi 
Su 
Be 
Pi 
\-Ji 
To 
TO 
Sector 
reals 
lk  and  milk  prod. 
ls  and  fats 
gar 
ef  and  veal 
gmeat 
ne 
bacco 
---~-·-··-··---
TAL 
-~--
Private  Public 
storage  storage 
- 201,7 
(1)  77,3  406,7 
- 29,5 
272,6  -
38,6  465,5 
24,1  -
71,4  -
- 29,5 
----r-------
484,0  1.132,9 
----------
(1)  of  which  storage of  cheese  :  23.9  m ECU. 
m ECU 
Ot  WhlCh 
Technical  Financial  Difference 
costs  costs  between  buy- . 
ing-in  and 
sellinq orices 
86,6  46,6  68,5 
41,2  69,6  (2)  295,9 
14,0  9,1  6,4 
- - -
89,8  48,9  326,8 
- - -
- - -
3,6  5,9  20,0 
--
235,2  180,1  717,6 
(2)  Mainly  special  measures  for  the  marketing  of  milk  products  on  the  internal  market 
under  Articles  6  and  12  of  Regulation  No.  804/68  (welfare beneficiaries,  armed 
forces,  non-profit  organizations,  Christmas  butter)  and  outside  the  Community. ANNEX  6 
(1)  Quantity  and  value  of  products  in public  storage 
Situation  at 31.12.1979  Situation  at 31.12.1980 
Produc:t  Quantity  Value  Quantity  Value 
(tonnes)  (m  ECU)  (tonnes)  (2)  (m  ECU) 
Common  wheat  1.877.919  322,653  4.930.290  830,070 
Barley  73.567  12,224  1.081.885  181,275 
Rye  581.956  108,748  516.657  93,602 
Durum  wh~at  142.727  27,783  157.473  29,838 
Skimmed-milk  powder  214.859  230,774  230.609  253,633 
Butter  293.285  723,325  147.289  331,817 
Olive oil  53.401  62,468  73.808  95,926 
Colza  10.236  3,526  81.631  22,734 
Beef  ( carcases)  203.415  383,084  208.537  414,595 
Boned  beef  84.469  206,232  105.267  267,546 
Preserved  beef  2.770  5,714  - -
Tobacco  28.092  55,980  28.783  62,312 
TOTP.L  ~ 
2142,511 L 
2583,348 
<1>  The  figures  in  ECU  were  calculated by  apolying  to  the  amounts  given  in  nationol 
currency  the  budgetary  rates  which  applied  for  the  ourooses  of  converting  into 
ECU  the expenditure  for  December. 
(2)  Incl.  quantities offered  to Poland. - 71  -
Breakdown  of  intervention  expenditure  in  the  form  of 
Price  compensation  aids 
I  I 
m ECU 
Sector  Production  I  Processing 
aid  i  aid 
I  Total 
Cereals 
Rice 
Milk  products,  of  which 
-skimmed milk 
- butter 
- co-resp.,  expend.  on  e 
larging  market 
Oils  and  fats,  of  which 
-olive oil 
- colza,  rape  and  sunflo 
seeds 
Sugar 
Beef  and  veal 
Pigmeat 
Sheepmeat 
Eggs  and  poultrymeat 
Fruit  and  vegetables 
Wine 
Tobacco 
Other  products,  of  which 
- flax  and  hemp 
- seeds 
- dried  fodder 
- peas  and  field beans 
- hops 
-silkworms 
SUB-TOTAL 
n-
wer 
MCAs  on  intra-Community  trade 
Grand  total 
I 
' 
I 
292,9  I 
14,3 
I 
I 
438,6  I 
(1)  321,5 
I 
I 
207,6  I 
- 113,5 
I 
I 
654,1 
13,8 
66,0 
24,0 
53,5 
-
10,7 
6,6 
275,4 
55,3 
I 
I 
297,4 
I 
I 
340,3  I 
I 
I 
(4)  I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
16,8  I 
32,0 
I 
I 
- I 
I  - I 
6,2  I 
I 
I 
- I 
I  - I 
960,1  I 
(2)  960,1 
I 
I  - I 
I  - I 
I 
- I 
I  - I  - I 
2,6  (3) 
I 
I 
- I 
I  -
I 
- I 
I  - I 
544,0  (5)  I 
I  - I 
- I 
60,5 
I 
I  - I 
I  - I 
33,5  I 
27,0 
I 
I 
0,3  I  I 
292,9 
14,3 
1.398,7 
960,1 
207,6 
- 113,5 
654,1 
297,4 
340,3 
16,4 
66,0 
24,0 
53,5 
-
554,7 
6,6 
275,4 
115,8 
16,8 
32,0 
33,5 
27,0 
6,2 
0,3 
r  ~-~8~,~--- ~  ~-~6~,;---- ~3~4~8~3----
-------+--------~-------
55,9  I  I  55,9 
1.937,0  1.567,2  I 3.504,2 
{1)  Aid  in  respect  of  liquid  skimmed  milk  for  animal  feed  (calves  and  other  animals). 
(2)  Aid  in  respect  of  skimmed  milk  powder  for  animal  feed  (calves  and  other  animals)  and 
aid  in  respect  of  skimmed  milk  processed  into casein. 
(3)  Refund  for  the  use  of  sugar  in  the  chemical  industry. 
(4)  Premiums  for  orderly marketing  and  slaughtering  of  adult  cattle  and  for  suckler  cows. 
(5)  Processing  and  distribution of  fruit  and  vegetables  withdrawn  from  the market,  finan-
cial  compensation  for  the  processing of  citrus fruit,  aid  for  tinned  pineapple  and 
premiums  for  the  processing  of  fruit  and  vegetables. Year 
a 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
ANNEX  8 
Overall  cost  of  the  Guarantee  Section  in  relation  to gross  domestic  product  (GDP) 
EAGGF  Guarantee  expenditure  Community  gross  domestic  EAGGF  Guarant_ee  expeodi ture. 
( '000  m ECU)  produc't  as  market  prices  as  % of  Community  GDP 
<  •  ooo  rr1  Ect.J) 
Gross  Minus  agricultural 
Levies  Gross  Net 
b  c  d  e = 100  b/d  f  = 100  c/d 
4,523  3,903  1.107,6  0,41  0,35 
5,587  4,414  1.265,6  0,44  0,35 
6,830  4,692  1 .405,0  0,49  0,33 
8,673  6,390  1.553,2  0,56  0,41 
10,440  8,297  1.742,0  0,60  0,48 
11,315  9,313  1.990,0  0,57  0,47 
-----
"  N ANNEX  9  - EQUALIZATION  OF  STORAGE  COSTS  FOR  SUGAR 
A.  COMMUNITY  SUGAR 
Situation at  15.4.1981 
I  TotaL  Levies  Total  reimburse- Annual  balance  Cumulative  balance  Dw-ati.on-
Sugar  ment  of- storage 
(ECU)  (ECU)  absolute  (ECU)  %  (a)  absolute  (ECU)  %  <a>  (months)  year 
1968/69  64.844.437,00  63.916.054,19  +  928.382,81  +  1,43  +  928.382,81  +  1,43  5,63 
1969/70  65.226.052,11  69.848.500,70  - 4.622.448,59  - 7,09  - 3.694.065,78  - 2,84  6,13 
1970/71  69.029.052,44  65.111.106,99  +  3.917.945,45  +  5,68  +  223.879,67  +  0,11  5,38 
1971/72  97.151.231,54  92.680.188,23  +  4.471.043,31  +  4,60  +  4.694.922,98  +  1,58  5,94 
1972/73  91.067.000,23  90.747 .372_.33  +  319 _627 ,.90  +  G,~5.  +  5.014.550,88  +  1,29- "  04  J,ot 
1973/74  101.755.638,48  92.645.695,20  +  9.109.943,28  +  8,95  +  14.124.494,16  +  2,89  4,80 
1974/75  104.267.686,01  97.932.192,29  +  6.335.493,72  +  6,08  +  20.459.987,88  +  3,45  4,64 
1975/76  109.434.955,76  160.507.251,46  - 51.072.295,70  - 46,67  - 30.612.307,82  - 4,36  6,23 
1976177  201.167.701,35  184.993.625,49  +  16.174.075,86  +  8,04  - 14.438.231,96  - 1,60  5,99 
1977/78  233.020.516,42  230.585.451,16  +  2.435.065,26  +  1,05  - 12.003.166,70  - ., ,06  5,84 
1978/79  248.916.337,29  239.254.119,29  +  9.662.218,00  +  3,88  - 2.340.948,70  - 0,17  6,34 
1979/80  239.151.961,34  251.017.773,55  - 11.865.812,21  - 4,96  - 14.206.760,91  - 0,87  6,17 
--·-
B.  PREFERENTIAL  SUGAR 
1977/78  ! 10.160.109,06  l  9.681.379,28  +  478.729,781  +  4,71  +  478.729,78  +  4,71  2,26  I 
1978/79  i  10.010.546,90  I  7.425.328,27  +  2.585.218,63  !  +  25,82  +  3.063.948,41  +  15,19  1,61  I 
1979/80  _[.165.060,66  I  6.910.087,07  +  254.973,59  ~  +  3,56  +  3.318.922,00  +  12,14  1,54 
I _  _  _  ____ L  --1-----L______L__ 
(  a)  % of  Levies 
--a 
VJ 
I ANNEX  10 
GUARANTEE  SECTION  ADVANCES  AND  FUNDS  AVAILABLE  IN  MEMBER  STATES  FOR  1980 
--
Date  or  '  I:I~~~IUM  Q~!lMARK  UERMANT  FRANCE  ~~~}AND  ____  ITl\~Y 
LUXE~BOURG 
dec ;s len  DKR  DH  ff  LFR 
05.12.79  3.383 .ooo.ooo,- 692.944.485,88  791.000.000,- 2. 404.000.000,- 61.500.000,- 11.orv  ••  1o.ooo,- 25.000.000,-
17.01.80  2.100.000.000,- 268.000.000,- 322.000.000,- 1.123.000.000,- 10.000.000,- 2uo.or J.c oo.ooo,- 63.000.000,-
18.02.80  2. 200.000.000,- 440.000.000,- 545.000.000,- 1.600.000.000,- 23.500.000,- 210.0'  o.~oo.ooo,- 41.000.000,-
18.03.80  1.480.000.000,- 381.000.000,- 467 .ooo.ooo,- 1.076.000.000,- 18.200.000,- 218.000.000.  000~- 16.000.000,-
02.04.80  420.000.000,- 11 0.  000.000,- 135.000.000,- 309.000.000,- 5.300.000,- 62 .ooo.ooo .ooo,- 3.000.000,-
24.04.80  1.526.000.000,- 336.000.000,- 44 3. 000.000,- 1.090.000.000,- 30.200.000,- 268.000.000. 000,- -
20.05.80  1.400.000.000,- 421.ooo·.ooo,- 402.000  .. 000,- 1.248.000.000,- 40.700.000,- 151.000.000.000,- 128.000.000,-
18.06.80  1 . 360.000.000,- 32o.ooo .ooo,- 401.000.00'),- 1.291.000.000,- 33.900.000,- 151 • 000.000.000,- 58.000.000,-
16.07.80  2. 536.000.000,- 4 36.000.000,- 690.000.000,- 1.549.000.000,- 53. 000.000,- 1oo.ooo.ooo.  ooo,~  23.000.000,-
25.07.80  2.000.000.000,- 370.000.000,- 495.000.000,- 1.210.000.000,- 34.500.000,- 25o.ooo.ooo .coo,- 32.000.000,-
17.09.80  1 • 800.000.000,- 4 70.000.000,- 633.000.000,- 1.407 .ooo.ooo,- 29.500.000,- 156.000.000.000,-.  6.000.000,-
17.10.80  2.647.000.000,- 373.000.000,- 371.000.000,- 1.2l4.oou.ooo,- 25.500.000,- 15S.ooo.ooo.  ooo,~  52.000.000,-
18.11.80  1.450.000.000,- 238.000.000,- 586.000.000,~  1 • 390.000.000,- 32.500.000,- so. 000. 000.000,-.  "11.000.000,- .  i  28.11.80  - - - - - 30.000.000.000,- -
'15.12 .80  - - - 90.000.000,- - - 7 .ooo.ooo,-
22.12.80  - - - - - - -
----
Total  advances 24.302 .ooo .ooo,- 4.855. 944.485,88  6. 281.000.000,- 7 .oo1.ooo.ooo,- 398.300.000,- • 07 2. 000.000.000,- 465.000.000,-
Balance  on  -417.194.992,- -89.990.4  75,86  -146.381.949,81  -340.213.299,73  -11.803.008,21  -17.813.556.779,- -5.206.977,- 01.01.80 
11  ot~~  tYnds  ava1  a  e  23.884.805.008,- 4. 765.954.010,02  6.134.618.050,19  6.660.  786.700,27  386.496.991,79  .054.186.443.221,- 459.793.023,-
Total  in  I  ECU  (1) 
590.453.283,68  613.935.717,25  2.441.361.470,18  2.848.045.618,41  573.751.852,41  1.  743.273.051,94  11.365.978,69 
c  1>  Inc 1  udl ng  exchange  dl fferenc es 
NEJF~ERLANDS 
. 564.000.000,-
274.000.000,-
250.000.000,-
358.000.000,-
102.000.000,-
325.000.000,-
287 .ooo.ooo,-
366.000.000,-
473.300.000,-
465.000.000,-
221.000.000,-
365.000.000,-
192.000.000,-
-
-
-
.242.300.000,-
-75.967.090,29 
.166.332.909,71 
.512.  512.663,90 
IUN ITED  Kl NGOOM  UKL 
38.700.000,-
30.000.000,-
16.000.000,-
28.000.000,-
8.000.000,-
24.100.000,-
45.800.000,-
36.300.000,-
45.500.000,-
32.000.000,-
36.000.000,-
55.000.000,-
8o.ooo.ooo,-
-
-
12.000.000,-
487.400.000,-
-6.058.047,08 
481.341.952,92 
794.735.940,72 
EECEcbOTAL 
I 
------- -------·  -------1 
11.129.435.577,2!1 
f 
~ 
+--' 
I ANNEX  11 
Milk premiums  (100  %)  :  Advances  and  funds  available  In  Member  States for 19801 
-.  ~~~--~--~-
rl--~ 
----~- ,-----
Date  of  BELGIUM  DENMARK  GERMANY  FRANCE  IRELAND  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG  1 
NETIIERLANOS  UNITED  KINGDOM 
i  decision  BFR  DKR  OM  FF  IRL  LIT  LFR  HFL  UKL 
f----~------
32.000-~0  - -~000.~00,-
1--------- --~-- --
I  o5.12.  79  20.000.000'- 36.000.000,- 340.000,- - 500.000,- 2.160.000,- 3.250.000,-
I 
17.01.80  5.000.000,- 7.000.000,- - 23.000.000,- 260.000,- - 2.800.000,- 3.200.000,- 1.500.000,-
18.02.80  13.000.000,- 12.000.000,- - 21.000.000,- 190.000,- - 1.100.000,- 1.600.000,- 1.800.000,-
18.03.80  - 13. 000. ooo'- - 19.500.000,- 220.000,- - 900.000,- 1.500.000,- 200.000,-
24.04.80  5.000.{)00,- 15 .ooo.ooo,- - - 1.935.000,- - 2.  700.000,- 4.200.000,- 2.250.000,-
20.05. 80  5.000.000,- 15.000.000,- - - - - 2.000.000,- 1.500.000,- 2.100.000,-
18.06.80  8.000.000,- 30.000.000,- 18.100.000,- 5.  000.000,- 105.000,- - - 1.  700.000,- 2.200.000,-
16.07.80  10.000.000,- 13.000.000,- 10.800.000,- - 300.000,- - 3.600.000,- 5.300.000,- 2.000.000,-
25.07.80  2.500.000,- 15.000.000,- 20.000.000,- 12.000.000,- 245.000,  - 2.500.000,- 1.  700.000,- 2.000.000,-
05.09.80  - - - - - - - 3.100.000,- -
17.09.80  7.500.000,- 22.000.000,- 13.400.000,- 22.600.000,- 1.000.000,- - 500.000,- 2.100.000,- 3.300.000,-
17.10.80  5.000.000,- 9.000.000,- 20.100.000,·  20.000.000,- 480.000,- - - 4.  000. 000,- 3.100.000,-
18.11.80  8.  000. 000,- 14.000.000,- 29.000.000,- 15.500.000,- 380.000,- - 1.  700.000,- 2.100.000,- 7 .5oo.ooo,-
08.12.80  - - 17.000.000,- - - - - - -
Total  advances  89.000.000,- 197 .ooo.ooo,- 181.400.000,- 174.600.000,- 5.455.000,- - 18.300.000,- 34.160.000,- 31.200.000,-
Balance  on 
-11.995.768,- -8.611.274,93  38.027.616,23  -5.395.835,81  -99.477,46  - -2.021.239,- -3.625.633,70  -519.173,54  01.01. 80 
lotaj  :qmds 
188.388.725,07  219.427.616,23  169.204.164,19  5.355.522,54  16.278.761,- 30.534.366,30  30.680.826,46  available  77.004.232,- -
---
Ictal  In 
1.903.526,31  24.231.533,53  87.128.132,53  28.908.837,53  7.945.303,47  - 400.911,79  11.083.174,35  50.711.690,63 
ECU  (2) 
I  ----
(1) 
(2) 
Premiums  _for  the  non-marketing  of  milk and for the conversion of dairy  herds  financed 60%  by  the Guarantee  Section  and  40%  by  the Guidance  Section. 
I ncl udl ng  exchange  differences. 
EEC  TOTAL 
ECU 
-----
I 
7 
~ 
212.313.110,14 
-..! 
\J1 - 76  -
A_NN~X  _J_2 
FUNDS  AVAILABLE  IN  MEMBER  STATES  FOR  1980  GUARANTEE  SECTION  (EXCLUI)I NG  PREMIUMS) 
I  Member  State  Jan  Feb  Har  April  Hay  June  Jul  Aug  Sept  Oct  Nov  Dec  ·Average I 
I 
I 
BELGIUM  A  -10,3  15,3  19,9  21 '1  18,8  19,1  12,1  -18,3  -5,2  5~2  -8,- 25,5  7,9  ! 
B  84,1  52,1  54,4  46,8  37,6  34,6  33,7  63,- 49,6  44,4  65,2  35,5  50,1  i 
c  73,8  67,4  74,3  67,9  56,4  53,7  45,8  44,7  44,4  49,6  57,2  61,- 58,-
I 
I 
0  58,4  47,4  53,2  49,1  37,4  41,6  64,1  49,9  39,2  57,6  31,6  35,6  47,1  I  I  E  15,4  20,- 21,1  18,8  19,- 12,1  -18,3  -5,2  5,2  -8,- 25,6  25,4  10,9 
DENMARK  A  -12,3  22,6  2,1  -6,4  -4,7  -8,7  0,  7  -13,7  1,- 7,5  26,7  31,- 3,8 
B  94,6  34,8  56,5  63,1  42,8  53,7  40,8  55,8  47,5  60,1  4 7,6  30,3  52,3 
c  82,3  57,4  58,6  56,7  38,1  45,- 41,5  42,1  48,5  67,6  74,3  61,3  56,1 
0  58,5  55,3  65,- 61,5  46,8  44,3  55,1  41,1  41,- 40,8  43,2  46,7  49,9 
E  23,8  2,1  -6,4  -4,8  -8,7  o, 7  -13,6  1,- 7,5  26,8  31,1  14,6  6,2 
GERMANY  A  -59,- 75,3  -14,1  5,6  65,7  34,2  -14,7  -65,6  -27,4  5,5  62,4  56,6  10,4 
8  318,6  129,7  218,7  241,- 176,4  159,9  159,6  274,1  196,8  250,2  146,6  229,5  208,4 
c  259,6  205,- 204;6  246,6 : 242,1  194,1  144,9  208,5  169,4  255,7  209,- 286,1  218,8  I  0  184,3  219,2  199,- 180,51207,9  208,8  210,6  235,9  163,8  193,3  151,9  253,7  zoo, 7  I 
E  75,3  -14,2  5,6  66,1  34,2  -14,7  -65,7  -27,4  5,6  62,4  57'  1  32,4  18,1  I 
i 
FRANCE  A  -58,4  50,4  33,1  34,3  56,7  32,1  6,9  -50,8  1,1  17,3  38,8  58,1  18,3  ' 
8  412,7  193,5  274,2  236,7  186,- 213,6  220,3  265,3  207,- 240,1  206,3  251,3  242,2  i 
i  c  354,3  243,9  307,3  271,- 242,7  245,7  227,2  214,5  208,1  257,4  245,1  309,4  260,5  I 
0  304,1  210,6  272,9  214,2  210,6  238,8  277,9  213,4  190,7  218,5  186,9  295,- 236,1  I 
E  50,2  33,3  34,4  56,8  32,1  6,9  -so,  7  1,1  17,4  38,9  58,2  14,4  24,4 
IRELAND  A  -17,5  37,5  22,2  1,4  -3,7  -13,1  -5,5  -34,2  16,9  26,4  14,9  6,- 4,3  ! 
B  91,5  14,9  34,9  34,9  44,5  60,5  50,3  78,8  51,5  44,1  38,- 47,7 
;~:~  !  c  74,- 52,4  57'  1  36,3  40,8  47,4  44,8  44,6  68,4  70,5  52,91  53,7 
0  36,5  30,2  55,7  40,- 53,8  52,9  78,9  27,8  42,- 55,5  46,8  40,9  46,8 
E  37,5  22,2  1,4  -3,7  -13,- -5,5  -34,1  16,8  26,4  15,- 6,1  .  12,8  6,8 
ITALY  A  -15,4  -48,9  -59,9  -41,7  9,4  31,8  17,5  -18,3  -51,5  45,- 97,6  81,7  4,-
I 
B  61,3  172,6  180,5  242,1  229,- 127,9  127,8  84,1  208,8  130,1  129,1  66,1  146,5 
c  45,9  123,7  120,6  200,4  238,4  159,7  145,3  65,8  157,3  175,1  226,7  147,8  150,6 
0  94,8  183,9  162,- 190,9  206,3  142,2  163,7  117,6  112,3  77,4  144,4  113,2  142,4  I 
I  LUXEMBOURG 
E  -48,9  -60,2  ... 41 ,4  9,5  32,1  17,5  -18,4  -51,8  45,- 97,7  82,3  34,6  8, 2  I 
A  -0,1  -0,2  0,8  0,6  0,5  -0,4  1,  7  -o,  1  P.M.  o, 7  -P.M.  0,4  o, 3  I 
B  0,6.  1,5  1,- 0,5  - 3,2  1,4  0,6  0,8  o, 1  1,3  0,5  1,- I 
i  ~ 
0,5  1,3  1,8  1,1  0,5  2,8  3,1  0,5  0,8  0,8  1,3  0,9  1,3  '  o, 7  0,5  1,2  0,6  0,9  1,1 
-0,2  0,8  0,6  0,5  -0,4  1,  7 
NETHERLANDS  ~~ 
-27,4  59,8  11,6  -29,9  16,2  3,4 
203,4  100,2  91,- 167,3  118,1  103,9 
I 
c  176,- 160,- 102,6  137,4  . 134,3  107,3 
D  117,- 1 148,3  132,5  121,2  130,9  125,9 
E  59,- 1  11,7  -29,9  16,2  3,4  -18,6 
UNITED  KINGDOM  A  -9 4 I  20,6  21,7  -7,7  -4,8  -23,3 
8 
59> I 
46,1  25,3  57,3  39,4  75,1 
c  50,3  66,7  47,- 49,6  34,6  51,8 
D  29,7  45,5  54,7  54,2  57,8  67,1 
E  20,6  21,2  -7,7  -4,6  -23,2  -15,3 
EEC  TOTAL  A  -209,8  232,4  37,4  -22,7  154,1  75,1 
B  1326,5  745,4  936,5  1089,7  873,8  832,4 
c  1116,7  977,8  973,9 1067,- 1027,9  907,5 
I  ~ 
884,- 940,9  996,2  912,2  952,4  922,7 
232,7  36,9  -22,3  154,8  75,5  -15,2 
Ba 1  ance  at the  beg! nnl ng  of  the  month  at that months 1 rate 
Advances for the  month 
Total  avallable for  the  month 
Expend! ture for the  1onth 
11alance  still  available 
3,2  0,5  o, 1  0,8  0,9  0,9  1,- I 
-o,  1  P.M.  0, 7  -P;M.  0,4  -P.M.  0,3  I 
-18,6  -42,2  37,5  97,2  35,6  51,9  16,2 
132,5  171,7  169,- 80,3  132,7  69,4  128,3 
113,9  129,5  206,5  177,5  168,3  121,3  144,5 
156,- 92,1  109,2  142,- 116,1  98,6  124,1 
-42,1  37,4  97,3  35,5  52,2  22,7  20,4 
-15,3  -21,1  4,8  -16,6  -23,6  -11,5  -7,2 
59,6  74,7  52,6  60,5  93,2  161,3  67' 1 
44,3  53,6  57,4  43,9  69,6  149,8  59,9 
65,4  48,8  73,7  67,3  80,7  152,6  66,5 
-21,1  4,8  -16,3  -23,4  -11,1  -2,8  -6,6 
-15,2  -264,3  -22,8  188,2  244,4  299,7  58,-
826,- 1068,1  983,6  909,9  860,- 891,6  945,3 
810,8  803,8  960,8  1098,1  1104,4  1191,3  1003,3 
1074,9  827'  1  772,- 853,2  802,5  1037,2  914,6 
-264,1  -23,3  188,8  244,9  301,9  154,1  88,7 
The  balance  still remaining  available at the  end  of  the  month  represents the  dlffer~n.!:~ between  the  amount  available  at the 
beginning  of  each  month  and  the  expenditure  declared  for  that month  to  the Commission,  vlthout  taking  Into  account  sums 
paid  after the  20th  of  the  month  In  respect  of  the  following  month.  This  procedure  explains  why  negative  balances  are 
shown  at the  end  of  the  month  for  some  Member  States. Member  State 
BELGIUM 
DENMARK 
I 
I  GERMANY· 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
A 
B 
c 
0 
E 
A 
!  ~ 
0 
E 
A 
8 
c 
0 
E 
A 
8 
I  ( 
i ~ 
I  ~ 
0 
E 
ANNEX  13 
- 7 7-
-----
FUNDS  AVAILABLE  IN  MEMBER  STATES  FOR  1980,  PREMIUM  FOR  THE  NON-MARKETING  OF  MILK  AND 
MILK  PRODUCTS  AND  PREMIUM  FOR  THE  CONVERSION  OF  DAIRY  HEROS  (100  ~) 
m  ECU 
Jail  Feb  Mar  April  May  June  · July  Aug  Sept  Oct  Nov  Dec  ~verage 
-0,30 
0,49 
0,19 
0,19 
P.M. 
-1,17 
4,37 
3,20 
2,13 
1,07 
15,31 
21,35 
36,66 
3,03 
33,63 
-0,93 
6,18 
5,25 
2,07 
3,18 
-0,15 
0,51 
0,36 
o,28 
0,08 
P.M. 
0,13 
0,13 
0,13 
P.M. 
1,01 
0,91 
1,92 
1,91 
0,01 
33,63 
33,63 
7,80 
25,83 
3,20 
3,96 
7,16 
3,15 
4,01 
0,08 
0,38 
0,46 
0,33 
0,13 
P.M. 
0,32 
0,32 
0,12 
0,20 
0,01 
1,54 
1,55 
1,52 
0,03 
25,74 
25,74 
6,61 
19,13 
3,98 
3,60 
7,58 
2,-
5, 58 
0,13 
0,28 
0,41 
0,79 
-0,38 
0,20 
0,20 
0,20 
P.M. 
0,03 
1,67 
1,70 
1,60 
0,10 
19,08 
19,08 
4,  71 
14,37 
5,57 
3,33 
8,90 
1,17 
7, 73 
-0,38 
0,33 
-o,os 
1,02 
-1,07 
P.M. 
0,12 
0,12 
0,12 
P.M. 
0,10 
1,91 
2,01 
2,25 
-0,24 
14,29 
14,29 
6,79 
7,50 
7,72 
7,72 
1,32 
6,40 
-1,06 
2,86 
1,80 
1,07 
0,73 
P.M. 
0,12 
0,12 
o,  11 
0,01 
-0,24 
1,91 
1,67 
2,05 
-,0,38 
7,49 
7,49 
4,28 
3,21 
6,42 
6,42 
1,64 
4,78 
0,74 
0,74 
0,36 
0,38 
0,01  P.M. 
0,20  0,25 
0,21  0,25 
0,21  0,25 
P.M.  P.M. 
-0,38 
3,83 
3,45 
2,79 
0,66 
3,21 
7,20 
10,41 
6,45 
3,96 
4,76 
0,86 
5,62 
3,22 
2,40 
0,38 
0,15 
0,53 
0,88 
-0,35 
0,67 
1,66 
2,33 
1,89 
0,44 
.3,96 
4,29 
8,25 
5,62 
2,63 
2,41 
2,41 
3,18 
-o,  77 
-0,35 
0,45 
0,10 
0,53· 
-0,43 
P.M. 
0,06 
0,06 
0,06 
P.M. 
0,44 
1,93 
2,37 
1,23 
1 '14 
2,63 
7,95 
10,58 
7,21 
3,37 
-0,77 
2,05 
1,28 
1,50 
-0,22 
-0,43 
0,37 
-0,06 
0,65 
-o,  71 
P.M. 
0,19 
0,19 
0,19 
P.M. 
1 '13 
2,81 
3,94 
1,  73 
2,21 
3,35 
5,30 
8,65 
8,68 
-0,03 
-0,22 
3,86 
3,64 
1,  73 
1,91 
-o,  71 
1,491 
0,78 
o, 72  i 
0,06 
P.M. 
0,12 
0,12 
0,12 
P.M. 
2,20 
1,15 
3,35 
1,67 
1,68 
-o,o3 
7,94 
7,91 
9,13 
-1,22 
1,90 
3,40 
5,30 
1,97 
3,33 
0,06 
0,71 
0,77 
0,44 
0,33 
P.M. 
0,20 
0,20 
0,19 
0,01 
1,68 
1,78 
3,46 
1,53 
1,93 
-1,20 
18,02 
16,82 
16,40 
0,42 
3,33 
2,63 
5,96 
3,99 
1,97 
0,32 
0,56 
0,88 
1,25 
-0,37 
-0,01 
0,19 
0,18 
0,16 
0,02 
0,46 
2,12 
2,58  i 
1,86  I 
o, 72  I 
10,62 
6,01 
16,63 
7,23 
9,40  i 
I 
3,11  1
1  2, 49 
5,6o  I 
z, 24  I 
3,36  I 
-o, 11 
1 
0,67  i 
0,56  II 
0,69 
-0,13 
i  ITALY 
i  I  NOT  APPLICABLE  i 
1
1~  -L-U-XE_M_s_o_u_RG-------~~~-~~~--~-;-g;-.---g;-~-~--- 6 -:-~- 3 .--g-;g-~-,-~-;-g-~"-g_;_g~----o~-o-3-.---~-:-~~----~:-~-~-.-~-:-~-~-- ~-0-~1 -2-,-1~-:-~-z'l---~-:::-1 
;  i  ~  -~:~~  ~:~~  0~03  -~:~:  g;~;  g;~~  g;gz  ~:g~  o~  12  ~:~~ 1  ~:~:  g:~~  ~:~~ 
r~---------------~~·-E--+---o_,_o_51-_P_.M_.-+_o_,_o_3,__o_,_o5-+--o,_o_7-r-O-,_o_31---0_,o_1-+--0-'_o_61--0-,1-2-+-0-,_1_2~I  __  o_,_12-+--0,_0_8,_ __  o_,~ 
;  NETHERLANDS  II  ~~  -~;~~  -~;~i  -g;~~  -~;~~  -~;~~  -g;~;  -g;~~  -~;~~  -; ;~~  -g;  ;~  -~;~;  g;~~  -~;~~ : 
:  -0,52  o,4a  0,21  -o,o8  0,81  o,22  o,21  -0,39  o,67  o,62  o,92  1,12  o,3s  I 
0,16  o,85  o,84  o,63  1,14  o,62  2,51  o,69  o,81  1,15  o,56  1,71  o,97  I 
I 
E  -0,68  -0,37  -0,63  -0,71  -0,33  -0,40  -2,30  -1,08  -0,14  -0,53  0,36  -0,59  -0,62 
I  UN I  TED  Kl NGOOM  A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
-0,80 
5,01 
4,21 
3,18 
1,03 
1,02 
2,31 
3,33 
2,15 
1,18 
1,22 
2,84 
4,06 
2,73 
1,33 
1,34 
0,32 
1,66 
3,19 
-1,57 
3, 67 
2,10 
2,53 
-0,43 
3,44 
3,01 
3,30 
-0,29 
3,61 
3,32 
3,87 
-0,55 
3,28 
2,73 
3,75 
-1,02 
3,29 
2,27 
4,62 
-2,40  -3,64  -4,03 
5,55  5,26  13,15 
3,15  1,62  9,12 
6,76  5,51  I  5,97 
-0,93  I  4,31 
3,38 
3,96 
I 
I 
TOTAL  EEC  A 
B 
c 
D 
i E 
10,61 
38,70 
49,31 
11,05 
38,26 
38,20 
8,93 
47,13 
16,34 
30,79 
30,71 
9,19 
39,90 
14,61 
25,29 
-1,53 
25,24 
6,22 
31,46 
12,52 
18,94 
-0,43 
18,82 
10,15 
28,97 
15,27 
13,70 
-0,29 
13,72 
6,07 
19,79 
12,45 
7,34 
A =Balance  at the  beginning  of  the  month  at that month 1s  rate 
e = Advances  for  the  month 
c =Total  available for the  month 
o = EX!! enditure for  the  month 
E  =Balance  still available 
-0,55 
7,32 
16,46 
23,78 
19,97 
3,81 
-1,02 
3,82 
11,94 
15,76 
15,93 
-0,17 
-2,35 
-0,17 
17,46 
17,29 
16,08 
1,21 
-3,61  -3,89  3,15 
1,13  0,08  0,58 
19,97  20,03  37,14 
21,10  20,11  37,72 
20,97  19,40  31,12 
0,13 I  0,71  6,60 
-o, sa  i 
12, so  ! 
16,86  I  29,36 
17,14 
12,22  I 
The  balanaes  remaining  available at the  end  of  the  month  represent  the  difference  between  the  amount  available at the 
beginning  of  each  month  and  the  expenditure  dealared for that month  to  the Commission,  wltho1,1t  taking  Into account 
sums  paid after the  20th  of  the  month  In  respect  of  the  following  month.  This  procedure  explains  why  negative  balances 
are  shown  at the  end  of  the  month  for  some  Member  States. ANNEX  14  ---
EXCHANGE  RATES  - 1980 
1)  Conversion  of  monthly  expenditure  into  ECU  - budget  rates 
Expenditure 
paid  in  Rate  on  :  OJ  ::  BFR  DKR  DM  FF 
JANUARY  21.11.79  - c 292/79  40,2186  7,32632  2,48296  5,82554 
FEBRUARY  20.12.79  - c 320/79  40,3374  7,69948  2,48268  5,80432 
r·1ARCH  18.01.80  - c  15/80  40,4706  7,78552  2,49183  5,83571 
APRIL  20.02.80  - c  44/80  40,5489  7,  77223  2,49787  5,85206 
MAY  20.03.80  - c  70/80  40,5910  7,84473  2,51185  5,85829 
JUNE  18.04.80  - c  96/80  40,4632  7,84615  2,51376  5,84370 
JULY  20.05.80  - c 122/80  40,3411  7,84940  2,51287  5,85918 
AUGUST  20.06.80  - c 153/80  40,2635  7,81217  2,51686  5,83814 
S  EPTEr·1BER  18.07.80  - c 181/80  40,2774  7,78998  2,51571  5,84483 
OCTOBER  20.08.80  - c 214/80  40,4842  7,82133  2,53002  5,86036 
NOVEMBER  19.09.80  - c 242/80  40,6077  7,84378  2,53040  5,88336 
DECEr·1BER  20.10.80  - c 272/80  40,8545  7,85692  2,55291  5,89027 
--
2)  average  rates  _  Total  expenditure  in national  currency 
- Tot-al  expenditure  in  ECU 
Belaium  Denmark  Germanv  ·  France  Ireland 
Average  rate  40,4335  7,76066  2,51225  5,84970  0,673477 
in  ECU 
------
IRL  IT  LUX  PB 
0,671729  1158,58  40,2186  2,77273 
0,671951  1158,72  40,3374  2,73570 
0,672894  1163,17  40,4706  2,74636 
0,674032  1156,75  40,5489  2,74989 
0,677835  1170,71  40,5910  2,75205 
0,672303  1180,15  40,4632  2,76228 
0,674596  1181,17  40,3411  2,76165 
0,672292  1189,12  40,2635  2,75625 
0,669912  1197,68  40,2774  2,75106 
0,670114  1198,92  40,4842  2,  75381 
0,672336  1200,65  40,6077  2,74993 
0,680356  1210,00  40,8545  2,76669 
Italy  Luxembourg  Net her lands 
1177,71  40,4548  2,75439 
-----
RU 
0,648399 
0,680433 
0,633243 
0,628205 
0,612223 
0,610087 
0,609141 
0,609656 
0,607779 
0,594795 
0,590026 
0,570290 
Un.  Kingd. 
0,60554'0 
I 
-...! 
()0 ANNEX  15 
EXCHANGE  DIFFERENCES  - 1980  FINANCIAL  YEAR(1)  ECU 
Member  State  Guarantee  Premiums  (2)  Total 
Belgium  - 237.217,12  +  78,89  - 237.138,23 
Denmark  - 1.256.788,77  - 51.586,16  - 1.308.374,93 
Germany  - 1.060.544,68  - 169.073,50  - 1.229.618,18 
France  - 793.182,99  - 35.630,15  - 828.813,14 
Ireland  - 203.883,08  +  5.332,48  - 198.550,60 
Italy  - 591.032,25  - - 591.032,25 
Luxembourg  - 5.617,30  - 1.366,72  - 6.984,02 
Netherlands  +  479.976,34  - 10.207,78  +  469.768,56 
United  Kingdom  - 623.169,28  - 215.892,89  - 839.062,17 
TOTAL  - 4.291.459,13  (3)  - 478.345,83  - 4.769.804,96 
(1)  For  each  Member  State there is a  difference  between  the  balance at  the  end  of  each  month  as  converted  into 
ECU  at that  month's  rate and  the  same  balance  as  converted  into  ECU  at  the  following  month's  rate.  This 
table shows  the  total  exchange  differences  recorded  for  each  Member  State for  the  whole  of  1980. 
! 
I 
(2)  Premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and  premiums  for  the  conversion of  dairy  herds  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77 
(3)  of  which  60  % financed  by  the Guarantee  Section =- 287,007.50 
40  % financed  by  the Guidance  Section =  - 191,338.33 
I 
..... 
'() EAGGF  GUARANTEE  SECTION  - 1980 
ANNEX  16  CASES  OF  I  RREGOLAR I  TY  REPORTED  AND  AMOUNTS  RECOVERED 
(amounts  l n ECU) 
--
Bel glum  Denmark  Gel'!llany  France  I  Ireland  Italy  - Luxembourg  Nether 1  ands  Unlted  Kingdn 
SECTOR  INQ  of Amount  jNo of  Amount  .No of  Amount  :No  0~J Amount  1 o of  Amount  0  0!! Amount .  No  of  Amount  o of  -Amount  No of  Amount  •  case  ~ase  case  case~  : ase  ases  ases  ase  lease 
(2)  ~  I 
'  6  4·319.3581  3  lU.914
1 
Cereals  i  4  .n9.o13:  1  16.189 
~t.  ' 10  4-658.~01. 
'Milk  and  mll k  R 
1.40~ 
'  8  500.o5a.  l  )2.67~  1  4o795 
products 
I  1  6  54-588. 46  6,S46.2W  21  117.169  2  99.060  30  263.562  To1.  '  54  7-346.808  22  149.8~~  103.tl~5 
Pigmeat  R  2  5·044.181  1  1.474 '  1  3.  712• 
I  I  4  21.576i  1  ? 
Tot.  I  5  25.28!1 
Eggs  I  I 
B  I 
I 
Poultrymeat  R  ! 
1 !leeT  ana  vea 1  ii  I  2  5·930  1  2ol49 
I  l 8  240.588  3  18.528 
Tot. 
'  5  24o458 
Oils and 
R 
1  i9  I  584-505 
fats  Tot. 
Fruit and  a 
I  1  3),10C  2  117.857  I 
l  986.474  11  ? 
veqetables  Tot. 
i 
R 
I 
• Sugar  I 
'  'rot. 
Non-Annex  II  a  I  J 
l  1.309  l·  1.4331  I 
ip.roducts  J  j 
I  1  I 
Other  R  I  I  J.  4.898i  4  l04.430i 
I  1  4·1721  J  1  lo8.685  sectors  I  I  ' 
2  9o070  I 
MCAs  i  ) I 35.411  11  548.562!  3  29.110'  10  377.207  23  498.)29  I 
Total  M.S.  B  2 5-044.1881  2  .  2.783  17  .8)0.089  10  256.9~2·  ?  1.587.16!  1 I 4a795  1  2.1~9 
1  :;..:..  -~.50.)'-.§.}. 54.281l.. .§2  _.;i£9.._4.),_6_ l4  _1,}5.._  7"  _ r  ____  21  .!4_ 301 o] 42  }0_ 36].J_2 
1:-sai:-16!  - --- -·- -Tot:  4 5.078.6911  11  '  92-782  93  )2.948-067  37  421.759)  1  ?  21  25  589.747  54  764.040 
o!  whlch  •  ,  ! 
-l----
17  20o94'  131  78.275  1. amounts  recove- _  :  176•
52
,:  _ 
3.256  48  910.102  19  172.000  6  250.386 
red  or  :1enditu e  ' 
.jusUfJ  ------.----_;-- ------ ------ - ---- - --- ---- ~-r~;; 
2. amounts  for  whlc~  i 
8:1-526  ,45  !12 .63To965  18  249.759  4  il.566.223  1'19  lhe recovery  pro!- 4 )J.902.I67:  11  '  11  ? 
3l9a36l 
Pgg~~~sls In  l  ~  '  ~  I 
- .. L_ -·-- i 
(1)  Refunds  = R 
(2)  Intervention  =- I 
TOTAL  EEC 
No of  Amount  case 
9  4.433.302 
5  355.<c2 
14  4,  7c.:>,504 
10  5l5.131 
106  7.3H.992 
110  .';120.123 
4  5o049o374 
5  21.576 
9  5o070,950 
' 
3  8.079 
11  259.116 
14  267.195 
19  584-505 
15  1.137.431 
2  2a742 
~ 
109.328 
112.857 
1  222.1~5 
50  1.488,619 
)) 10.1~0.956 
]6]  ~·11?  ?.· ~n. -
246  21.482. 254 
103  1.611.488 
-- ------
143  19. e-ro.r~ 
i 
()0; 
0 M.S.  1971 
B  - ----
4  11.913.83 
D  :------
3  11.783.7-+ 
DIC  - ----
~ - ----
IRL  - ----
IT  - ----
LUX  - ----
4  23.295 
IlL 
- -2J.~5  4 
IlK  ----
8  11.937 .13< 
EEC  1-7  1i.sc1.o~ 
NOTES 
First  Line 
Second  Line 
ANNEX,  17  EAGGF  GUARANTEE  SECT! ON 
CASES  OF  IRREGULARITY  REPORTED  AND  RECOVERY  OF  OVERPAYMENTS 
(amounts  l n ECU) 
1972  1973  1974  '  1975  1n6  1977  '  1978  1979  '  1980 
6  8.422  1  5o146  3  12.379  4  1.536.932  22.245  4  5o078o691  - ---- - ---- - ---- -1----- - ----- - ---- - ---- - ---- - -----
2  8.422  1  5.146  2  4·099  - 99·511  - 176.524 
15  1.048.614  31  245.920  63  1.357·773  69  1.875.836  86  2.216.472  49  2.562.397  4  934.671  3  565.651  93 12.948.067  ----- ----- ---- - -------1----- ----- ---- ------ - ----
15  1.048.614  30  243.970  54  375.567  64  687.253  73  1.004.278  38  1.179.485  4C  773.012  3  393.229  48  910.102 
1  6.692  7  593.26o  26  362.684  1  2.714  13  320.835  1  133.298  1  59o056  11  92.782  - ---- - ---- - ---- -1----- - ----- ·------ - ---- ------ - ----
1  6.692  f  290-324  26  362.684  1  2.714  11  206.080  lC  96.568  25.219  - 3.256 
5 1o279o565  1  697-439  s 2.108.336  7  133.244  4  469-955•  61  812.174  9  171.253  3<  232.005  37  421.759  -1-----.. ~ 
oc- .... ~  ... ~--- ~""'  ~  ...  --e~"""' ,-2  -13:054- - -----
1  2.402  383.075  9o007  3  6o.667  2  11.200  7  35.695  2  186.437  19  172.000 
1  8.952  1  164.912  2  162.490  9  561.621  5  209-137  1  1.459  1  6.192  1  ?  - ---- - ---- -1----- - ---- - ----- ------ ---- - - -----
1  8.952  1  164.912  1  182.490  5  326.116  3  204.461  1  1.459  1  6.192 
3  135.358  6.651  14  46o259  2  1ol07  5  618.170  <  128.100  21  1.587.168 
- ---- - ---- - ---- -1----- - ----- 1------- - ---- - ---- - ---- - 1.939  3.840  2  2.490  17  20.945 
- ------ ---- - ---- - ---- - ----- r--1----- - ---- - ---- - -----
1  4.130  E  105.566  7  58.683  2  5.092  9  989.054  3  7o533  6  672.239  25  589.747  - ---- - ---- ---- - ---- - ----- - ---- - ---- - -----
1  4.130  E  105.566  7  58.683  2  5.092  8  15.656  3  7-533  6  672.239  6  25().386 
1  635  4  233.848  118  2.386.621  55  2.o89.148  37  1.625.922  23  407·405  54  764.040  - ---- - - ---- - ---- ------- - ---- - ---- - ---- - ----- 1  635  1  11.815  46  1.090.451.  1  537.504  6  212.810  5  41.019  13  78.275  . 
20  2.328.179  51  1.307.548  88  4o358o498  130  2.898.190  225  ~-655.961  ~  ~.137.847  08  2.674.136 112  2.092.693  ~46 f!l-.482.254  ---- - - ------------ - ---- - ---- - ---- - ----- 16  1.051.016  40  657.815  7  969.216 105  1.371.228  131  2o445o950  69  2.255·  751  67  1.127.277  7  4  1.324.335 103  1.611.488 
Number  of  cases  reported  and  ~mount 
Number  of  cases  where  over  payments  were  recovered,  with  amount  recovered. 
. 1981  'l'O'I'AL  I!:.X. 
19  6.663.815  - ------ - -----
5  293.702 
93  ~5.669:23.( 
- ------ - -----· 
~96  8.399.251 
81  1.571.321  - ------ - ------
62  993.537 
14  6.525-7:30 
- ------ - ----- 64  BT!.tlf" 
21  1.154-763_  - ------ - -----
l3  916.582 
53  2.524.8U 
---------- ------ 22  29o214 
----------------- ~ 
63  2-455.343  -- --------------
43  1.142.5114. 
f'92  1·501.619  - ------1--------
79  1o972o509· 
135 64.072,638  - ------ -------
684 24.621.11& 'NNEX  18 
SUMMARY  OF  IMPLEMENTATION  FOR  THE  1980  FINANCIAL  YEAR 
(Chapter  92  - Community  food  aid) 
--~~~~~~~~::~~~:_:~:~~:~~:------~--~~~~------
A.  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  THE  FINANCIAL  YEAR 
1.  Initial appropriations  ,  4 
2.  Supp.  appropriations  -
3.  Transfers  -----=------
TOTAL  x  ==~~~~~~==== 
B.  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  THE  PREVIOUS 
FINANCIAL  YEAR  I  - • 
TOTAL  y 
TOTAL  APPROPRIATIONS  AVAILABLE 
X  +  y  = Z 
137,10 
::d~~:!!Q==== 
z  526,94 
-------------------~----------~-------------, 
Implementation 
C.  COMMITMENTS 
1. Total  commitments  a) 
2.  Automatic  carryovers  to  1981 
3.  Sums  not  committed  b) 
TOTAL  x  =  a  +  b 
D.  PAYMENTS 
1. Application  of  carryovers  from  1979 
---~~!~~---~=---~~~:~~~:~~~-
===~~2:!~~== 
213;07 
100  X 
------=----i _______ Q  ___  ~----
===~~~:!~~===  100  % 
- payments  (a)  from  automatic  carryove~s  137,05 
(b)  from  non-automatic 
carryovers 
- Lapsed 
TOTAL  CARRYOVERS  FROM  1979  y  = 
2. Application  of  1980  appropriations 
(a)  payments  ---
(b)  carryovers  to  1981 
-automatic 
-non-automatic 
TOTAL  CARRYOVERS  FROM  1980  TO  1981 
3. Appropriations  lapsed 
-out of  1980  aLlocation 
- out  of  1979  carryovers 
TOTAL  APPROPRIATIONS  LAPSED 
TOTAL  x  + Y =  z 
_____ Q.t.Q.L_ 
===!~l:!1Q=== 
176,77 
213,07 
------------
===~!~:!Q~=== 
_____ Q.cQL __ 
=====Q:!Q~=== 
z  526,94 
26  % 
33,6 % 
40,4  % 
100  % 
---------------------------------r------------r--------------------------------------------r------------t----------------
00 
N a 
Amount  availahle 
MEMBER  STATE  I  at 
1  January  1980 
BELGIW·1  BFR  187  519  633 
.ECU  4  662  510,20 
DEN14ARK  DKR  1 9  181  505,14 
ECU  2  618  163.,70 
GERMANY  DM  28  063  575,28 
ECU  11  302  467,73 
France  FF  28  172  199,56 
ECU  4  835  980,79 
IRELAND  IRL  586  355,31 
'  E:CU  872  904,56 
ITALY  LIT  8  739  227  680 
ECU  7  543  050,69  -
Luxembourg  FLUX  18  509 
ECU  460,20 l 
ANNEX  19 
COMMUNITY  FOOD  AID  - CHAPTER  92 
CASH  POSITION  AT  31  DECEMBER  1980 
b  c 
Advances  granted  Expenditure  from 
from  1  January  '80  1  January  1980  tc 
to  31  December  ~80 31  December  1980 
1  603  500  000 
39  544  584,21 
1  854  315  101 
45  813  273,30 
I  d  =  (a  +  b)  - c 
Amount  available 
at  31  Dec.  1980 
-63  295  468 
- 1  606  178 89 
e 
Adjusted  availab 
ilify at  31/12/80 
(1) 
-63  295  468 
- 1  540  223,<!.09 
60  138  030,541  -40 956  525u401  -0- I  -0- -40 956  525,40 
- 7  675  991,271  - 5  274  361,91! 
I 
216  534l34 
236  263  506,571 
93  976  570,361  32  357  256, 
461  875  387,46  - 2  403  187,90 
78  928  853,84  - 384  294,1 
3  030  ooo  I  2  234  025,09!  ,  382  330,22  I  , 382  330,22 
4  505  759,80  3  321  112,57  2  057  551,79  2  016  354,86 
25  960  oao  ooo  .l .... 3. 3  585.  300  204  ..  _ 
1
_,  113  927  4  76  I  ,  113  927  4  76 
21  890  608"'~Q  - 28  362_2(>6,05  1  071  393,54  917  620,85 
242  200  000  I  204  213  894  I  38  004  615  I  38  004  615 
5  924  149,s1,  5  o37  716,75\  886  892,96  1  924  799,oo 
NETHERLANDS  HFL  I  75890,581  29160000  I  34944911,99L  -.570902·1·,·4·1  ,._  -..  5  ..  7.09 ..  021,41 
,  ________  __5_c__u  __ L.._  27  370,34  10  579  632,22  12  672  100,21  __  :_~_QQ.~_Q9(',6~--------- 2 059 531,53 
!UNITED  KING.  _UKL  169  087,76  15  130  000  8  326  597,54  6  972  490,22  6  972  490,22 
I 
ECU  260  777,33  25  190  267,65  13  830  303L06  11  620  741,92  12  434  688,09 
Total  CEE~CU  32  123  685,54  288  698  949,11  276  667  834,23  44  154  800,42  44  261  703,18 
!===================  ========================================================  ====================================== 
N.B.  :  The  negative  __ QaLance_s  f.or  some  Nember  States  correspond  to  payments  made  by  them in  December  1980  from  funds 
avaiLable  to them  a!3  a_g}@nces  for  January  1981,  which  is perfectly  compatible with  the  budget  appropriations 
available on  31  December  1980  (some  213.07  m ECU) 
(
1
)  Based  on  conversion  rate valid  for  advances  in  January  1981 
co 
lN ANNEX  20 
EXPENDITURE  DECLARED  BY  THE  MEMBER  STATES 
in  EC.U 
MEMBER 
STATES  Cereals  and  rice  Milk  products  Sugar,  pjgmeat  and  ..  TOTALS  other  expenditure 
Belgium  6  824  521,09  7,4  %  35  467  612,72  20  %  3  521  139,49  46,3 %  45  813  273,301  16,6 % 
Denmark  - - -9 365  719,88  -5,3 %  4  091  357,97  53,7 %  -5  274  361,91(1)-2  % 
German~  314  873,62  0,3  %  93  661  696,74  53  %  - - 93  976  570,36  34  % 
France  54  571  254,62  59,2  %  24  357  599,22  13,8 %  - - 78  928  853,84  28,5  % 
Ireland  - - 3  321  112,57  1,9 %  - - 3  321  112,57  1,2 % 
Italy  28  362  266,05  30,7  %  - - - - 28  362  266,05  10,3 % 
Luxembourg  - - 5  037  716,75  2,8  %  - - 5  037  716,75  1,8% 
Netherlands  2  173  367,77  2,4  %  10  498  732,44  6  %  - - 12  672  100,21  4,6 % 
United  King.  - - 13  830  303,06  7,8%  - - 13  830  303,06  5  % 
EEC  92  246  283,15  100  % 176  809  053,62  100  %  7  612  497,46  100  % 276  667  834,23  100  % 
F===============  =============== ========= =============== ========= =============== -------- -------------- --------- -------- -------------- ---------
33,3  %  64  %  2,7 %  100  % 
- --~~------- ------- ----- --------------
1) 
This  "negative expenditure"  results  from  repayments  by  Denmark  in  respect  of  food  aid  refunds  incorrectly declared 
in  1979  as  expenditure  under  Chapter  92  instead of  Title 6. 
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ANNEX  21 
BUDGET  APPROPRIATIONS,  1980  (IN  E~); POSITION  AT  31  DECEMBER  1980 
(b)  1980  approprl at! ons 
Amounts  available  Appropriation  Expenditure  Expend! ture 
Entered  in  comml tted  'declared  by  by-
'1980  Transfers  Total  Member  States  Commi ssl on 
4  997  000  10  993  833,74  15  990  883,74  15  990  833,74  15  851  744,28  139  089,46 
81  282  000  7  006  166,26  88  288  166,26  88  288  166,26  46  087  923,17  1  617  578,09 
149  000  3  918  066,35  4  067  066,35  4  067  066,35  4  067  066,35  -
29  780  000  -3  918  066,35  25  861  933,65  25  861  933,65  1  792  246,11  7  501  672,64 
r 24  718  ooo  - 350  000,00  24  368  000,00  24  368  000,00  23  516  200,24  127  344,31 
109  955  000  - 910  059,83  109  044  940,17  109  044  940,17  31  764  153,50  2  438  828,51 
9  700  000  293  237,62  9  993  237,62  9  993  237,62  9  882  755,44  110  482,18 
67  835  000  6  006  762,38  73  841  762,38  73  841  762,38  14  915  758,08  -
p.m.  2  250  000,00  2  250  000,00  2  250  000,00  2  073  139,49  -
1  779  000  350  000,00  2  129  000,00  2  129  000,00  - -
p.m.  4  660  059,83  4  660  059,83  4  66D  059,83  464  424,83  3  795  635,00 
7  485  000  - 7  485  000,00  7  485.000,DO  2  206  218,08  449  483,33 
52  164  000  -30 300  OOO,OD  21  864  OOO,OD  21  864  000,00  4  566  998,29  3  397  752,76 
389  844  ODD  -0- 389  844  000,00  389  844  000,00 157  188  627,86  19  577  866,28 
==============  ==============  ==============  ==============  ========-======  ============== 
Total  I Automati.c 
xpenditure  carryovers 
.~:t.6~1)~)  ....  ,.u  • 
15  990  833,74  -o-
47  705  501,26  40  582  665,00 
4  067  066,35  -0-
9  293  918,75  16  568  014,90 
23  643  544,55  724  455,45 
34  202  982,01  74  841  958,16 
9  993  237,62  -0-
14  915  758,08  58  926  004,30 
2  073  139,49  176  860,51 
-0- 2  129  000,00 
4  260  059,83  400.000,00 
2  655  701,41  4  829  298,59 
7  964  751,05  13  899  248,95 
176  766  494,14  213  077  505,86 
==============  ============== 
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ANNEX  22 
BUDGET  APPROPRIATIONS  1980  (in ECU);  POSITION  AT  31  DECEMBER  1980 
(a)  Appropriations  carried  over 
Amounts 
available  Expenditure  Expenditure 
Programme  declared  by  by  1979  appropria-.  ~1ember States 
tions  carried over  Commission 
to 1980 
Food  aid 
CEREALS 
Before  1979  -o- - -
1979  31  799  963,.49  20  636  764,28  11  163  199  .. 21 
~1i lk  products· 
Skimmed  milk  p.  (bE f.  79)  -0- - -
Skim.  milk  p.  1979  60  294  089,96  57  580  437,24  2  713  652,72 
Butteroil  bef.  197<  -o- - -
butteroil  1979  37  687  870,40  36  092  384,65  1  595  485,75 
SUGAR 
Before  1979  -o- - -
1979  1  448  000,00  1  448  000,00  -
Other  products 
'19?9  5  429  076,78  3  626  933,14  1  802  143,64 
Other  expenditure 
1979  440  238,77  94  687,07  298  995,62 
TOTAL  137  099  239,40  119  479  206,38  17  573  476,94 
Total  l  Lapsed 
appro-
expenditure  1 priations 
-o- -
31  799  963,49  -
-0- -
60  294  089,96  -
-o- -
37  687  870,40  -
-o- -
1  448  000,00  -
5  429  076,78  -
393  682,69  46  556,08 
137  052  683,32  46  556,08 
-====='============================================================================ .  .::.:::..===========::====  =================  ========= 
c·, 
a-ANNEX  23 
Summary  of  1980  appropriations  and  carryovers 
(in  ECU) 
TotaL  bljdget  funds  I  I 
available  Expenditure decla- 'Expenditure  by  - red  by  Member 
Appropr.  committed  States  Commission 
Food  aid 
Cereals  & rice  166  007  963,49  88  435  744,19  20  421  539,40 
l\1ilk  products  315  229  900,53  173  751  689,15  6  985  793,47 
Sugar  5  827  000,00  3  521  139,49  -
·Other  products  10  089  136,61  4  091  357,97  5  597  778,64 
Other  expenditures  29  789  238,77  6  867  903,44  4  146  231,71 
and  transport 
TOTAL  526  943  239,40  276  667  834,24  37  151  343,22 
~~~===========~~~~~~=-~~~~~~~==~=~~====~== -------------------F===================  ------------------- -~~~~----·---·- -·---·  ·--
ECU 
Total 
expenditure 
108  857  283,59 
180  737  482,62 
3  521  139,49 
9  689  136,61 
11  014  135,15 
313  819  177,46 
F================== 
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